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Sidebar links Description 

 
Custom school Apps logo uploaded by administrator to customize the inbox 

 Compose Mail opens a new message window 

 
Inbox shows your conversations (the number in parentheses indicates how many 
unread conversations you have). 

 Starred shows you only messages you've marked with a star (use stars to mean 
whatever you'd like). 

 Chats lists your archived Chat conversations. 

  Sent Mail shows messages you've sent 

 Drafts houses messages you've started and saved to work on later 

 Spam is where we send the messages we think are suspicious 

 Trash is where messages you delete end up; you can empty the trash whenever 
you feel like it 

 

Custom labels are used to categorize and identify messages you receive. The 
number in parenthesis indicates unread conversations, the color next to the label 
name indicates the color assigned to the label. 

 Contacts lists the email addresses of people you've corresponded with; you can 
add more details as you see fit 

 Tasks lets you enter and track to-do lists. 
 

  Individual messages   Conversations 

 
To make the transition from Microsoft Outlook as smooth as possible, learn how you can accomplish the same tasks 
in Google Apps Mail. Check out some differences and discover new features along the way to jump-start your switch 
and unleash your productivity. 
 
One of the major differences between Google Apps Mail and Outlook is the way they each list your email messages. 
Outlook lists incoming email individually, regardless if it's a new message or a response to a prior email message. 
Apps Mail helps you manage messages more efficiently by listing groups of emails, called conversations. 
 
Conversations are a collection of messages with the same subject line. When you click to read a conversation, you'll 
see all of the back and forth email responses that happens over the course of a single email conversation. 
 

 
 
Lengthy email exchanges are simplified by keeping everything together -- no more hunting around to find bits and 
pieces of the same conversation! 
 



 
 
Besides keeping your Inbox less cluttered and more organized, conversations also allow you to manage messages as 
a group. Any action you take on a conversation will affect all its contents. You can archive, delete, move, and label 
entire conversations with a few clicks. 
 
Note: Users have the ability to switch between conversation view and the traditional message-based unthreaded view. 
When a user switches to unthreaded view, messages are no longer grouped together into a conversation, and each 
message is shown as a separate entry in the inbox. The inbox is still sorted in reverse chronological order. 
 

  Folder and rules   Labels, filters, search 
and priority inbox 

 
Four Google Apps Mail features make organizing and finding mail in your account a snap: Labels, Filters, Search and 
Priority Inbox. In combination, these features will allow you to categorize, search, and automatically process your mail 
in powerful ways. By reducing the time and energy spent organizing your mail, you can get back to more productive 
activities.  
 
1. Labels 
While you won't find folders in Apps Mail, you can use labels to organize email messages. Because multiple labels 
can be applied to the same conversation, you have the flexibility to manage conversations that may fall under more 
than one category.  
 

 
By clicking on a label, you can view a chronological list of all conversations that have been tagged with that particular 
label. Unlike folders, messages with multiple labels will display in each label. 
 
 
2. Filters 
Create filters that automatically label, archive, delete, and forward messages and let Apps Mail do the work for you. 
You can control which actions are taken based on the message subject, who sent the message, what text is included, 
whether it has an attachment, etc.  
 



To get started with filters, click the Settings link in your account and select the Filters tab,  

 
or click on the Create a filter link next to the search 

box.  
 
Choosing to Create a new filter lets you specify what messages you want to filter and test how the filter will work. 
 
3. Search 
Not sure if the message you're looking for is covered by your labels and filters? Not to worry, searching in Apps Mail is 
the best way to find messages. Try it and you'll find the same attributes that Google is known for: laser accuracy and 
blazing speed.  
 

 
 
Start at the search bar at the top of the page and type whatever you remember from the message (e.g. text from the 
subject or message body, the recipient, etc.). You can also refine your query by using search operators or the 
advanced search option to hone in on messages with specific senders, recipients, subjects, labels, attachments, or 
date ranges. 
 
4. Priority Inbox 
Priority Inbox (Beta) is a new view of your inbox that automatically helps you focus on your most important messages. 
Priority Inbox splits your inbox into three sections: “Important and unread,” “Starred,” and “Everything else”. Messages 
are automatically categorized as they arrive in your inbox. 
 
 
Gmail uses a variety of signals to predict which messages are important, including the people you email most and 
which messages you open and reply to (these are likely more important than the ones you skip over). And as you use 

Gmail, it will get better. You can improve the ranking in Priority Inbox by clicking the     buttons at the top of 
the inbox to mark conversations as important or not important. 
 

 Keyboard shortcuts   Keyboard shortcuts 

 
As with Outlook, Apps Mail provides keyboard shortcuts to efficiently navigate and take swift action on your email. To 
bring up a full menu of keyboard shortcuts, press Shift + ? when viewing your email.  Check the Settings area to make 
sure keyboard shortcuts are enabled. 
 



 
 

 2 types: compose mail 
and replies to messages  1 signature for all mail, 

Labs for more 
 
You can set a default signature that will be applied to all sent messages. To set up your signature, visit 
the Settings under the General tab. 
 
 

 
 
 
Rich text signatures are available in Apps Mail allowing you to add your own formatting, images and links to your 
email signatures. If you have configured your Gmail account to also send mail using the Send mail as/custom ‘from’ 
feature, then you can now also have a unique signature for each these other addresses that you’ve added to your 
account. 
 
[For Labs-enabled Domains] You can add advanced features to your Signature in Apps Mail by enabling some 
experimental labs features. The Signature Tweaks lab lets you modify where your signature is placed in email 
messages, and the Location in Signature lab adds a map displaying the location from where you sent the email 
directly in the signature. 
 

 Undo  Undo 

 
Apps Mail allows you to undo actions that you take on your messages. For example, if you moved your message to 
the wrong folder, press the z key to undo the action or click Undo in the yellow bar that will appear at the top of the 
page. While typing or editing a message, you can also press Ctrl - z to undo your last action. 
 

 
 



[For Labs-enabled Domains] If you tend to send emails too hastily, enable the Undo Send lab. After initially sending 
your message, you'll have a couple of seconds to reconsider and undo sending the email messag 
 

 Red flags  Starred items 

 
In Apps Mail, you can mark priority messages just as you can add a red flag in Outlook. Simply click the star icon (next 
to the sender's name) to star a message (click it again to remove the star). To see all the messages that you've 
starred, click the Starred link on the left side of your account. 
 

 
 
[For Labs-enabled Domains] You can enhance the starring feature by enabling the Superstars Lab in your account 
settings. This experimental feature allows you to use different types and colors of stars by toggling through a handful 
of icons, giving you another way to prioritize and flag your email. 
 

 Notification for new 
email  Gmail notifier 

 
To have email notifications pop up in the corner of your screen when you receive a new message, you can download 
the HUGoogle Talk clientUH (Windows only) or the HUGmail NotifierUH (Windows & HUMacUH). 
 
 

 Automatic spell check  Manual spell 
check/browser 

 
With Apps Mail, there are two ways to make sure nothing is misspelled: 
 

• Use the Check Spelling feature, located in the upper-right corner when you're composing a 
message. Misspelled words will be highlighted in yellow -- simply click on the highlighted 
words to view a list of suggested corrections. 

 
 

• Use a browser with an automatic spell checker (HUFirefoxUH, Safari, HUGoogle ChromeUH) and misspelled words will be 
automatically underlined in red. 



 
• Are you sending a message in a different language? Check those messages too by clicking 

the black arrow next to the Check Spelling feature and selecting one of Google Apps Mail's 
36 language dictionaries. 

 

 n/a  Chat 

 
[For Chat-enabled domains] 
 
Apps Mail provides a chat feature for those times when you want to quickly check in with your colleagues. Instead of 
waiting for email replies, exchange instant messages and get tasks done faster.  
 

 
 
To start chatting, type in a coworker's email address into the chat gadget (on the left side of your Inbox) and select 
'Invite to chat' in the drop-down menu that appears. 
  
Once your coworker accepts your invitation, you'll see a colored dot next to names in your chat list. When they are 
online, the colored ball is green, red if they are busy, yellow if they are idle, and gray if they are offline. Click their 
name in the list to start a chat conversation.  
 
You can also make voice and video calls with Apps Mail's chat feature after HUdownloadingUH the voice and video chat 
plug-in. If you're chatting with a contact that has a camera icon next to their name in your chat list, click Video & more 
at the bottom of your chat window to start a voice or video chat. 
 

 Tasks  Tasks 

 
Google Apps Mail also allows you to keep track of to-do lists in a similar way to Outlook's tasks 
feature. The 'Tasks' link appears on the left side of your account. Click on 'Tasks' to open the to-do 
list window. In the tasks window, click the '+' icon to get started and add a task. Once you've 
completed a task, check it off the list. 
 



 

 
 

 Out of office responder 
(Exchange Server only)  Vacation Responder 

 
When you're away from your email, set up an automatic reply for your incoming messages. In the Vacation responder 
section of your Settings page, enter a message and turn the auto-response on or off as needed. If you don't want 
people who are contacting you for the first time to receive your auto-response, select 'Only send to people in my 
Contacts.' 
 



 
 
[For Labs-enabled Domains] To preset your vacation responder during a specific time range, you can enable the 
Vacation Time! lab -- this feature lets you assign a start and end date for your auto-response. 
 
 

 n/a  Custom label colors, 
email templates, calendar 
gadget 

 
Throughout this document, sections marked with "[For Labs-enabled Domains]" describe features that are only 
available if your domain has enabled the special "Labs" feature of Google Apps Mail. While these features are still 
considered experimental, they are a great way to customize your Inbox to make it work for you. In addition to the Labs 
features mentioned in this document, there are a number of additional options, including offline access to Mail, custom 
label colors, adding pictures to chat, custom keyboard shortcuts, and more. 
 

 
 
To enable Labs features, click the green beaker icon at the top right of your page to see a list of the available options 
(or click Settings, then select the Labs tab). If you do not see Labs enabled in your account, contact your domain 
administrator for additional information.  
 
Please note: If your domain does not have labs enabled, or you have not turned on labs yet for your account, you will 
not see a green beaker. 
 
 
Keep in mind that Apps Mail is a web application, which means that features can be updated and added without the 
trouble of downloading or installing updates. Because of this, Apps Mail will continually add new functionality to help 
you be even more productive. To stay updated on new releases and changes to your Mail, check in on the HUGoogle 
Apps Updates BlogUH. 



 
Keyboard shortcuts help you save time by allowing you to never have to take your hands off the keyboard to use the 
mouse. For example, instead of clicking on an email to select it, you can press 'x' and the conversation closest to your 
mouse pointer will be selected. Or instead of clicking "compose" to open a new message, you can press 'c'.  
 
You'll need a Standard 101/102-Key or Natural PS/2 Keyboard to use the shortcuts. 
 
In order to use keyboard shortcuts, you need to turn them on. To turn these case-sensitive shortcuts on or off, 
click Settings, and then pick an option next to Keyboard shortcuts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Throughout the remaining chapters and lessons, there will be a <Keyboard shortcuts> section that will denote how 
to accomplish a task using shortcuts instead of navigating with the mouse. 



 
You can also access a list of keyboard shortcuts by typing "shift-?" 

Key Definition Action 
Compose Allows you to compose a new message. <Shift> + c allows you to compose a message i

window. 
Search Puts your cursor in the search box. 

Move to newer 
conversation 

Opens or moves your cursor to a more recent conversation. You can hit <Enter> to expa
conversation. 

Move to older 
conversation 

Opens or moves your cursor to the next oldest conversation. You can hit <Enter> to exp
conversation. 

Next message Moves your cursor to the next message. You can hit <Enter> to expand or collapse a 
message. (Only applicable in 'Conversation View.') 

Previous message Moves your cursor to the previous message. You can hit <Enter> to expand or collapse 
message. (Only applicable in 'Conversation View.') 

er> Open Opens your conversation. Also expands or collapses a message if you are in 'Conversatio
Return to conversation list Refreshes your page and returns you to the inbox, or list of conversations. 

Archive Archive your conversation from any view. 
Mute Archives the conversation, and all future messages skip the Inbox unless sent or cc'd dir

you. HULearn moreUH. 
Select conversation Automatically checks and selects a conversation so that you can archive, apply a label, o

an action from the drop-down menu to apply to that conversation. 
Star a message or 

conversation 
Adds or removes a star to a message or conversation. Stars allow you to give a message 
conversation a special status. 

Report spam Marks a message as spam and removes it from your conversation list. 
Reply Replies to the message sender. <Shift> + r allows you to reply to a message in a ne

window. (Only applicable in 'Conversation View.') 
Reply all Replies to all message recipients. <Shift> +a allows you to reply to all message rec

in a new window. (Only applicable in 'Conversation View.') 
Forward Forwards a message. <Shift> + f allows you to forward a message in a new window

applicable in 'Conversation View.') 
Escape from input field Removes the cursor from your current input field. 

s 
Save draft Saves the current text as a HUdraftUH when composing a message. Hold the <Ctrl> key while

pressing s and make sure your cursor is in one of the text fields -- either the comp
pane, or any of the To, CC, BCC, or Subject fields -- when using this shortcut. 

Delete Moves the conversation to Trash. 
Label Opens the Labels menu to label a conversation. 

Move to Moves the conversation from the inbox to a different label, Spam or Trash. 
i Mark as read Marks your message as 'read' and skip to the next message. 
u Mark as unread Marks your message as 'unread' so you can go back to it later. 

Archive and previous Archives your conversation and moves to the previous one. 
Archive and next Archives your conversation and moves to the next one. 

Undo Undoes your previous action, if possible (works for actions with an 'undo' link). 

n Update current 
conversation 

Updates your current conversation when there are new messages. 

Move cursor to chat 
search 

Moves your cursor directly to the chat search box. 

Remove from Current Automatically removes the message or conversation from your current view. 



View* • From 'Inbox,' 'y' means Archive 

• From 'Starred,' 'y' means Unstar 

• From 'Trash,' 'y' means Move to inbox 

• From any label, 'y' means Remove the label 

* 'y' has no effect if you're in 'Spam,' 'Sent,' or 'All Mail.' 
Show more actions Displays the 'More Actions' drop-down menu. 

Show keyboard shortcuts 
help 

Displays the keyboard shortcuts help menu within any page you're on. 

 
Combo-keys - Use the following combinations of keys to navigate through Gmail. 

tcut Key Definition Action 

> then<Enter> Send message After composing your message, use this combination to send it automaticall
(Supported in Internet Explorer and Firefox, on Windows.) 

n o Archive and next Archives your conversation and moves to the next one. 

n a Go to 'All Mail' Takes you to 'All Mail,' the storage site for all mail you've ever sent or recei
have not deleted). 

n s Go to 'Starred' Takes you to all conversations you have starred. 
n c Go to 'Contacts' Takes you to your Contacts list. 
n d Go to 'Drafts' Takes you to all drafts you have saved. 
n i Go to 'Inbox' Returns you to the inbox. 
n t Go to 'Sent Mail' Takes you to all mail you've sent. 
n a Select all Selects all mail. 
n n Select none Deselects all mail. 
n r Select read Selects all mail you've read. 
n u Select unread Selects all unread mail. 
n s Select starred Selects all starred mail. 
n t Select unstarred Selects all unstarred mail. 

 
 
Apps mail Labs allows you to try out experimental new features in Apps mail. Google engineers are constantly 
thinking of neat new ways to help you with your inbox, and Labs is a way for them to let you try it out for yourself. 
Think of Labs as a place to try the newest – but not necessarily the most stable – features of Apps mail. When we 
believe these features are useful for users and ready for prime time, we will 'graduate' them from Labs and integrate 
them into regular Apps mail. Tasks was the first graduate of Labs, but we plan to keep working on adding and 
graduating more! 
 
Please note: Your school Apps domain administrator must turn on Labs for the school. If you are unable to turn on 
Labs (as reviewed in the next step), ask your school Apps domain administrator to turn the Labs service on. 
 
In Labs you'll see a list of options to try - each of those options is called an 'experiment.' You can pick and choose 
which experiments to try, you don't have to turn them all on (although you are certainly welcome to!). Throughout the 
chapters on Apps mail we will introduce several useful Labs that can help with managing your inbox and messages.  
 
If you're going to brave the Labs world, it's important to keep the following things in mind about these features: 

• They may break at any time. 
• Similarly, they may disappear temporarily or permanently. 
• They may work so well that they graduate and become regular features. (like Tasks!) 

 
So, with that in mind, If you encounter any problems while you have a Labs feature enabled, here are some things you 
can do: 

• Temporarily disable Labs and get your account back to normal. 
• If you'd like to help pinpoint the problem, you can disable each 'experiment' until the problem goes away; then, 

report what happened. 



• Give us feedback by using the 'Send feedback' link next to the Lab in question on the Labs tab of the Apps 
mail Settings, or visit the HULabs Feedback GroupUH. You can use the feedback groups as a place to report bugs, 
tell us what you like and dislike about the feature, and share special ways in which you're using it. 

 
Want to get started with Labs? You can do this in a few quick clicks.  
 

1. Click Settings in the top right of your Apps mail page. 
2. Select the 'Labs' tab and identify the options (or 'experiments') you want to enable.  
3. Click the 'Enable' radio button to turn on an experiment 
4. Click 'Save Changes' at the bottom of the page.  
5. Your page may refresh but after the refresh, the experiment you just turned on will be available in your Apps 

mail account. 
 
Once you've enabled Labs, you can add more Labs by clicking on the green beaker in the top right side of your Apps 
mail page. 
  
Don't see the 'Labs' tab in your Settings? It could be 1 of 2 reasons: 

1. Your school Apps domain administrator has not turned on Labs for your domain. Send an email or ask your 
Apps domain administrator to turn on Labs so you can try out some of the useful mail options. 

2. Some of the Apps mail labs aren't yet compatible with all of our supported browsers. Labs are available only in 
Internet Explorer 7.0+, Firefox 2.0+, Safari 3.0+, and Google Chrome. You won't see a 'Labs' tab in your 
Settings if you're not using the newer version of Apps mail on the browsers listed above. So keep in mind, if 
you're using Internet Explorer 6.0, you will not have Apps mail Labs. 

 
If you're having difficulty with Apps mail and are currently using the Labs feature, we recommend temporarily disabling 
Labs as a first step.  
 
You can do so by going to the Labs tab in your settings. If you want to turn these experimental features off for good, 
though, follow these steps: 
 

1. Click the green beaker at the top of your Apps mail page, or click Settings in the top right of your Apps mail 
page and select the 'Labs' tab. 

2. Select the Disable radio button by all the options or 'experiments' you've enabled. 

 
3. If you want to have no experiments running, make sure that all the radio buttons in the list are 

marked Disable. 
4. Click Save Changes. 

 
You can always turn an experiment back on at anytime. 
 
Alternatively, you can add a '?labs=0' paramter to the end of the URL to see your mail without labs. For example, if 
you had access your email at http://mail.myschool.org, the 'no labs' address would be 
http://mail.myschool.org/mail/?labs=0  where myschool.org is your school Apps domain. 
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To write a new message, click the Compose Mail link on any Gmail screen (it's on the left, under your school Apps 
logo). 
 

 
 
Enter your recipient's email address. You can type the address in the 'To:' field, and Apps mail will 
automatically suggest addresses from your Contacts list. Hit Enter to choose the name at the top of the list, or scroll 
down to choose a different address. If Apps mail doesn't suggest the address you want, just continue typing. 



 

 
 
Note:  Apps mail will first suggest the addresses you send mail to most often. To view a complete list of your most 
frequently mailed contacts, click Contacts on the left side any Apps mail page, then click Most Contacted. 
 
You can also choose the address in your Contacts list by clicking the 'To:' link just below the Send button. This will 
open your Contacts list and allow you to select one or more recipients. 
 

 
 
Enter a subject for your message in the 'Subject:' field. 
 

 
Write your message! Just click in the large field and type away. 
 



 
 
When you're done composing, click the Send button (located just above the 'To:' field). You'll see a confirmation at the 
top of the window that your message was sent. 
 



 
If you are composing an email to a group of people, and have some recipients for whom responses are welcome, but 
not required, you can add the addresses to the "CC" or Carbon Copy line. Display this field by clicking Add Cc.  

 

 
 
If you're sending a message to several people and want to hide each recipient's email address, you can use the blind 
carbon copy feature. Simply enter the email addresses that you do not want to display to the recipients in the Bcc field 
of your composed message by clicking Add Bcc. 
 

 
 
If you don't want any of the email addresses to show up to the recipients, common practice is to include your own 
email address in the To field, and all of the recipients' addresses in Bcc. When you do this, recipients will only see 
your email address and no other. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
You can customize Apps mail messages with rich formatting, add color to your greetings, underline key points, or 
make your words bold. Here's how to enhance your messages: 

1. Click Compose Mail at the top of any Gmail page. 

 
 
 



2. Click the icon for the formatting feature you'd like to use in the formatting toolbar above the compose window. 
See below for a full chart of all the formatting options. 

 
 
If you don't see any icons, click Rich formatting >> to display all formatting options. 

 
 

3. Type your message! (Please note that Gmail doesn't recognize HTML tags inserted in the body of a 
message.) 

 
If you decide you'd like to write a message in plain text format, just click << Plain text along the top of the compose 
window. 
 

 
 

Google Mail's Formatting Options 

 Bold - bold all or some of your message 

 Italics - italicize all or some of your message 

 Underline - underline all or some of your message 

 Font - select a special font 

 Font Size - change the font size of all or some text 

 Font Color - change the color of all or some text 

 Highlight Color - highlight the text of a message 

 Remove Formatting - remove formatting from 
selected text 

 Hyperlink Text - hyperlink the selected text 

 Numbered List - create a numbered list in your 
message 

 Bulleted List - create a bulleted list in your message 

 Indent Less - move text closer to the left of the page 

 Indent More - indent text further to the right of the 
page 

 Quote Text - format a block of text as a quote 

 Left Align - align text along the left side of the page 

 Center Align - align text in the center of the page 

 Right Align - align text along the right side of the 
page 

 Right to left* - changes the directionality of text 
composing 

 Left to right* - changes the directionality of text 
composing 

 
Rich formatting is not available in Apps Mail's basic HTML view. At this time there is no way to save customized 
formatting options as a default Apps Mail's setting. Read later in the chapter how to HUpersonalize your inboxUH and learn 
more about standard vs basic view and signature settings.  
 
If you are composing an email to a group of people, and have some recipients for whom responses are welcome, but 
not required, you can add the addresses to the "CC" or Carbon Copy line. Display this field by clicking Add Cc.  
 



 
 
If you're sending a message to several people and want to hide each recipient's email address, you can use the blind 
carbon copy feature. Simply enter the email addresses that you do not want to display to the recipients in the Bcc field 
of your composed message by clicking Add Bcc. 
 

 
 
If you don't want any of the email addresses to show up to the recipients, common practice is to include your own 
email address in the To field, and all of the recipients' addresses in Bcc. When you do this, recipients will only see 
your email address and no other. 
 
You can add files to your email just as you would with any other email program. Apps mail will not allow you to send 
".exe" files or files larger than 25 MB.   
 
To attach a file to a message you're composing, follow these steps: 

1. Click Attach a file under the subject field. 

 
2. Browse through your files and click the name of the file you'd like to attach. You can also choose multiple files 

at this time by using the "Shift" or "Cmd/Ctrl" keys. 

 
3. Click Open. 

You should see a progress bar that tracks the status of your attached file.  
If you'd like to remove a file you've attached to a message, simply uncheck the box next to the file before sending. 
 

 
To attach another file, click Attach another file. 
 



If your email contains reference to an attachment, but you forget to add one, Gmail can remind you. The reminder will 
appear as a popup when you click send, if you have not attached files to the message but Gmail thinks you intended 
to.  
 
For example, if you compose an email that says, "Hi Mike, I'm attaching the latest reports" and then click Send before 
attaching any files, Gmail will remind you with this popup: 
 

 
This is automatic and does not require you to enable a lab to access this feature. 
 
Don't worry about losing messages as you write them -- Apps mail automatically saves drafts every few minutes. You 
can also save a draft manually, if you like. Click Save Now above the message you're composing, or 
press Ctrl+S when your cursor is in any of the text fields (Cmd+S for Macintosh users). 
 

 
 
If you leave your drafted message, you can view or edit it again: 

1. Click Drafts along the left side of any Gmail page. 

 
2. Click the message you'd like to continue composing. 
3. Edit the message, and click Send, Save Changes, or Discard. 

 
If you'd like to delete a draft message: 

1. Click Drafts along the left side of any Gmail page. 
2. Check the box next to the message you'd like to delete. 
3. Click Discard Drafts near the top of the page. Your draft will be permanently removed. 

 

 
 



Sometimes you hit the send button a little too soon. If you have a Labs-enabled Domain, you can enable a lab to 
'Undo' a sent message. After initially sending your message, you'll have a couple of seconds to reconsider and undo 
sending the email message. 
 
To check if your school domain is Labs-enabled - look in the top right corner of your Apps mail window. If there is a 
labs 'beaker' - then labs is enabled. 
 
To enable the 'Undo send' experiment, follow these steps: 

1. Click the Labs beaker or go to Setting and click the Labs tab 

 
 

2. Find the 'Undo send' experiment and click the 'enable' button. 

 
 

3. Save your settings by clicking the 'Save changes' button at the top or bottom of the Labs 
settings. 

 

 
Your inbox will reload. Now if you send a message, there will be a dialog box at the top of your inbox with the option to 
"Undo Send." This message will disappear after a few seconds. 
 

 
 
After you begin using your school Apps mail account, you will notice in your inbox messages a list of contacts and a 
parenthesis number. 
 

 
Apps mail groups all replies with their original message, to create a single conversation or thread. For example, lets 
say you send out an email about lesson plans to a group of teachers. In other email systems, the teachers' responses 
would appear individually as separate messages in your inbox, forcing you to wade through all your mail to see what 
people have said in their replies. In your Apps mail account, all messages related to the original email subject are 
displayed on one screen, in order, making it easier to understand the context of a message -- or to follow 
the conversation. 



 

 
The number in the parenthesis corresponds with how many messages (or replies) are in the conversation. 
 
When you open one message in a conversation, all of your related messages and replies will be stacked neatly on top 
of each other, like a deck of cards.  Each sender has a different color assigned to his or her name.  Check to the To: 
and CC: fields to see if the message was sent just to you or to the entire group. 
 
We call this Conversation View. In Conversation View, each new message is stacked on top of the ones that arrived 
before it, so that the newest message is always the one you see first. 
 

 
To see all the messages in a conversation, just click Expand all.  The most recent conversation will be at the bottom 
of the screen.   
 
To see a single message within the conversation, click on it, and it will expand. You can click again to collapse back 
into the "deck" of the conversation.  
 



 
 
You can forward individual messages by clicking the 'Forward' link at the bottom of a message. Sometimes it is useful 
to forward an entire conversation - one that includes an original message and all related replies. You can choose to 
forward an entire conversation, with all the messages, by clicking the 'Forward all' link to the right of your 
conversation. 
 

 
 
Just because all the emails in a conversation are grouped together in your inbox does not mean you can't find the 
individual messages. You can always perform a search to find specific content within a message, or a search for one 
of the people participating in the conversation.  
 
HUReview Chapter 4 to learn more about Search tips » UH 

 
The search results will open the related message within the conversation with the search term highlighted. 



 
 
To read an email, click on the message in your inbox.  If the conversation is composed of more than one message, 
the most recent messages will appear on top of the conversation stack. 
 
<Keyboard shortcuts> 
To read a message, hit the 'enter' key. The message next to the black arrow will open. 
 
To navigate to messages in your inbox, use the 'j' (older/down) or 'k' (newer/up) keys. When you find the message you 
want to open, hit 'enter' 
 
If you receive a message with an attachment you will see a paperclip icon displayed to the left of the date field in your 
inbox.  When you open the message you will see the attachment files listed at the bottom. 

 
 
If you receive a PDF, image, or Microsoft Office file attached in an email, you can preview them using Google Docs or 
the "HTML preview"  
You can view the attachments in Gmail in several different ways: 
To view an attachment in its original format: 

1. Open the message containing an attachment. 
2. Click Download at the bottom of the message. 
3. Choose to Open or Save the file. Opening the file displays the attachment in a new window. When you're 

finished reading the attached file, close the new browser window to return to Gmail. 
 
Viewing attachments as HTML is a quick and easy alternative to downloading files. You can view the following types 
of files as HTML: .pdf, .doc, .xls, .ppt, .rtf, .sxw, .sxc, .sxi, .sdw, .sdc, .sdd, and .wml. 
If you'd like the contents of your attachment to appear in a new browser window without having to download the file, 
view the attachment as HTML. Here's how: 

1. Open the message containing an attachment. 
2. Click View as HTML at the bottom of the message. 
3. When you're finished reading the attached file, close the new browser window to return to Gmail. 

Note: Some formatting may be lost when you view the file in HTML. 
 
If the attachment is a Microsoft Excel file or comma-separated values (CSV) file, you can open it using HUGoogle 
SpreadsheetsUH: 

1. Open the message containing an attachment. 
2. Click Open as a Google Spreadsheet at the bottom of the message. 
3. When you're finished reading the attached file, close the new browser window to return to Apps Mail. 

 
If the attachment is a Microsoft Word file (DOC or DOCX), you can open it using HUGoogle DocsUH: 

1. Open the message containing an attachment. 



2. Click Open as a Google document at the bottom of the message. 
3. When you're finished reading the attached file, close the new browser window to return to Apps Mail. 

 
If the attachment is a Microsoft Powerpoint file (PPT), Microsoft Word file (DOC or DOCX), PDF, or TIFF file, you can 
open it using the Google Viewer. The Viewer lets you open the documents directly in your browser, without having to 
save the files to your computer and without needing to buy, install, or wait for any special software to start up. You can 
even zoom in and out, select text to copy and paste, and "print" the files to a PDF document. Since PDF files can be 
shared in Google Docs, you can also "Save" to your Google Docs list" for access anytime without the email. 

 
To use the fast viewer with the PPT, PDF, TIFF, DOC or DOCX files: 

1. Open the message containing an attachment. 
2. Click View at the bottom of the message. Clicking "View" quickly opens the PDF inside your browser, 

complete with the graphics and formatting you expect to see in a PDF.  
3. When you're finished reading the attached file, close the new browser window to return to Gmail. 

 
If you use Google Chrome, you can drag and drop attachments from Gmail messages to your desktop. 
 
 
Apps mail is accessible in two different versions: Standard view and HTML view. 
Standard view is what you'll see when you sign in to Apps mail from a HUfully supported browser UH. 

 
 
You don't have access to a fully supported browser, we still want you to have access to Apps mail -- that's why we've 
developed a basic HTML view of our service that's compatible with almost any browser. If you sign in to Apps mail 
using a browser that isn't fully supported, you'll automatically be directed to the basic HTML view. 
 



 

 
 
The basic HTML view is a little different from what you're used to because the following features aren't available: 

• Spell checker 
• Keyboard shortcuts 
• Creating filters 
• Adding, editing, importing, or deleting contacts 
• Custom 'From:' addresses 
• Rich formatting 
• Colored labels 

 
If you need to access these features, please sign in to Apps mail from a fully supported browser (see link above), and 
make sure you have cookies and JavaScript enabled. 
 
Click Reply to reply only to the message sender, or Reply All to reply to everyone who received the message. To 
reply to a message in the middle of a conversation, click on the Reply link at the bottom of the message's card. 
 

 
 
<Keyboard shortcuts> 
You can also reply to a message if you type 'r' to reply to the message sender, or 'a' to reply all. 



If there are multiple messages in the conversation, you can select which message to reply by using the 'p' 
(previous/older) or 'n' (newer) keys. When the select arrow is next to the message you wish to reply, use the 'r' or 'a' 
keys.  
 
 
You can forward an email message in Apps mail as you would in any other mail program. 
 
To forward an individual message: 

1. Open the appropriate conversation and select the message to forward. 
2. Click Forward from the bottom of the message card. 
3. Enter the email address(es) to which the email should be forwarded, and add any notes in the message field. 

If the message has attachments, you can choose not to forward them by deselecting the checkbox next to the 
filename below the Subject field. 

4. Click Send. 
 

 
 
If you are reading a "conversation" of messages and would like to send all of them to another user, you can forward 
the entire conversation. Forwarding an entire conversation will add all messages from a conversation into a single 
message. Each message will be clearly marked, and will be listed in order from oldest to most recent. HULearn more 
about conversations in the previous lesson »UH 

 
To forward an entire conversation: 

1. Open the appropriate conversation. 
2. Click Forward all from the right side of the Conversation View. 

 
 



 
To forward an inline image: 

1. Ensure you have Rich formatting enabled by clicking Compose Mail and clicking Rich formatting >> above 
the blank text field of the message.  

 
If you don't see this link (and instead see what is pictured below), you already have Rich formatting enabled. 
Discard the blank message. 

 
 

2. If Rich formatting is enabled, open the message you'd like to forward. 
3. Click Forward along the bottom of the message. 
4. Click Send. 

 
Please note: Rich formatting is not available in Apps mail's HUbasic HTML view UH. 
 
 
 
<Keyboard shortcuts> 
You can also forward messages by using the 'f' key. <Shift> + f allows you to forward a message in a new 
window. (Only applicable in 'Conversation View.' 
 
Sometimes you need to keep an email handy when you're not online – a reservation, instructions, or important 
announcement. 
 
To print one message: 

1. Open the message you want to print. 
2. Click the down arrow next to Reply, at the top-right of the message. 
3. Select Print. 

 

 
 
To print an entire conversation: 

1. Open the conversation you want to print. 
2. On the right side of the screen, click Print all. 

 



 
Apps mail in your web browser is continuously checking for new mail, you do not need to click "refresh." Google Apps 
offers desktop notification options for the PC and Mac: 
 
PC users  
 
The best option to receive notifications and configure mailto links is to use HUGoogle Talk UH. By default, you'll be alerted to 
incoming messages. 

1. Download and install Google Talk. HUDownload it nowUH. 
2. To have Google handle mailto links, click Settings in Google Talk. 
3. In the General section check Open Gmail when I click on email links.  

 
Note that not all mailto links will be handled by Google Talk, such as links outside of a web browser. For 
further integration with the Windows desktop or alternative options for maillto links, consider a third party 
product in the HUGoogle Solutions MarketplaceUH.  

Mac Users  
 
Mac users OS X 10.4 and above, can use the Google Notifier for Mac for notifications and handling of mailto links. To 
learn more, visit the HUdownload pageUH. 
 
You can quickly mark several messages as read from your inbox. 
 
The subject and snippet of unread messages will be displayed as bold. Unread messages are counted and listed in 
parenthesis next to the 'Inbox' link. 
 
Once you have viewed a message, the message will no longer appear bold in your inbox. 
 
To remove the bolding from a message without reading it, you can "mark it as read" – similarly, you can convert a 
previously viewed message to 'unread' bold. 
 
To mark your messages 'read' or 'unread' from your inbox, follow these steps: 

1. Check the box next to the message you'd like to mark as 'read' or 'unread.' 
2. Select 'Mark as read' or 'Mark as unread' from the 'More actions' drop-down menu. 

 

 
You can also mark a message as 'unread' from the message view, just follow these steps: 

1. Open the message. 



2. Click the 'More actions' button and select 'Mark as unread' from the drop down. 

 
 
<Keyboard shortcuts> 
While viewing a message, You can also use <Shift>+'i' to mark a message as read and skip to the next message in 
your inbox, or you can use <shift> + 'u' to keep 'unread' and takes you back to your inbox.  
 
Apps mail uses a completely automated process to provide useful information and relevant ads in the sidebar of your 
Apps mail pages: 
 
Addresses, Packages, and other links 
When you open a message that lists an address or package tracking number, Apps mail shows you handy links to 
maps and directions, or your package's delivery status. These links are produced automatically for your convenience. 
No humans read the content of your email in order to generate these links and none of them are sponsored by 
advertisers. We hope you'll find them relevant and useful! 
 

 
 
Add to calendar 
Apps mail displays an Add to calendar link when you open a message that contains event information. To add the 
event to your Google Calendar, click the link and fill in the appropriate information, then click the Save Changes 
button. (You may be asked to sign in to Google Calendar, if you're not signed in already.) 
 
You may have noticed in a regular Gmail account there are ads placed on the right side of your inbox. However, with 
Google Apps Education Edition, your school domain administrator can turn off the ads. HULearn how to turn off 
advertisements »UH 

 
Have you ever had to type out the same email over and over - whether it be questions about scheduling, or where to 
find class resources, or weekly reminders? As an educator, you may feel that you've had to repeat yourself in the 
classroom, why do it in your email? For those times when you find yourself copying and pasting frequently, it's a good 
idea to create a "canned response," or an email message template, that you can send over and over again. 
 
"Canned Responses" is an Apps mail Labs feature that allows you to insert pre-formatted content into your messages. 
You can save multiple types of messages, modify them as things change, or delete them when you no longer need 
them. Think of the email messages you send out on a regular basis - these email templates could be a good 
candidate for: 



• Weekly reminders for homework, projects, progress reports, or office hours 
• Parent communication newsletters 
• Commonly asked questions (a teacher FAQ) 
• Custom 'email' signatures for different contacts (Apps mail only allows one email signature currently – HU UHHUReview 

the last lesson in this chapter UH to learn more about email signatures 
 
The possibilities are endless - just remember the next time you paste in that same text block, you can convert it into a 
"canned response" email template. 
 
To create an email template, you first must enable the "canned response" experiment in Apps mail Labs.  
 
Not all school domains have Labs enabled - to see if you have it, go to the top right corner of your screen and look for 
the green beaker icon. 
 
or click to Settings and look for the Labs tab. 
 
From there, you can browse the experiments and enable Canned Responses, then save changes. 
 

 
Now, to write an email template: 

1. Compose a message as you learned about at the HUbeginning of this chapter UH. You can include rich formatting, 
but images will not be retained. 

2. After you are finished typing your template, go to the "Canned responses" Link beneath the Subject box. 

 
 

3. Click the link and select "New Canned Response" under the Save header.  
4. Type the name of your email template in the prompt box and click "OK." 

 
5. The email template will now be saved for use anytime in the "Canned responses" menu. 

 
 



Please note: the email template will not save the 'To:' information or the 'Subject:' line. It will only save the information 
in the general message box. 
 
You can use an email template in a new message, a reply, a forward – at any time when you can type a message, you 
can insert an email template. 
 
To insert the template, follow these steps: 

1. Compose a new mail message. 
2. Go to the 'Canned responses' link beneath the 'Subject:' box. 
3. Beneath the Insert header select the email template you would like to use. 

 
4. Your email template now appears in the message box. 

 
Please note: The email template does not replace the message content, it adds to it. If you do not want to have 2 
signatures, or extra text, make sure to clear the message box before inserting the email template. 
 
If you need to change something in one of your existing email templates – for example you need to change dates or 
update a link – you can start to modify the template in 2 ways: 
 

1. Compose a new message and insert the desired canned response.  
or  
Compose a new message and type an entirely new message. 

2. Make changes or type as you would to any other email.  
3. When your template is ready, go to the "Canned responses" menu, and select the same email template name 

under the Save header.  

 
 

4. This will replace your outdated template with your newly modified message. 
 
If you no longer have need for an email template, you can delete it from any email message window. 
 

1. Click to the "Canned responses" menu 
2. Navigate to the Delete header 
3. Select the email template you would like to delete 



 
4. At the prompt to delete, click OK 

 
Now your email template will no longer appear in the "Canned responses" menu. 
 
With Google Apps Mail's  "Mail Fetcher" you can set-up your inbox to receive email from multiple accounts (e.g. a 
personal Gmail account, a school alumni account, etc.)  Mail Fetcher can download messages from up to five other 
email accounts, centralizing all your email in Apps Mail. 
 
Setting up Mail Fetcher is easy and free, but the email accounts you'd like to fetch from must support POP access 
and, in the case of Gmail addresses, have POP access enabled. Some free email services don't offer POP access to 
their users, so please contact the customer service department of your other webmail provider to determine if POP 
access is available in your non-Google email account. 
 
Once you've set up Mail Fetcher, Google will check your other accounts on a regular basis, and new mail will appear 
automatically in Apps Mail. Google Apps Mail checks individual accounts for new messages at different rates, 
depending on previous mail fetch attempts. At this time you can't customize the frequency of automatic mail fetches. 
 
Not only can you receive the email from different accounts, but you can send mail as well. So if you're receiving an 
email from a personal account into your school's Google Apps mail account, your reply will be from your personal 
account, even though you sent it while in your Google Apps inbox! 
 

 
 
To set up Mail Fetcher: 

1. Click Settings at the top of any Gmail page, and open the Accounts tab. 

 
2. In the Check mail using POP3 section, click Add POP3 email account. 

 
3. Enter the full email address of the account you'd like to access, then click Next Step. 



 
4. Gmail will populate sample settings, but we recommend checking with your other provider to learn the correct 

server name and port. Enter your Password. 

 
5. Decide whether to: 

Leave a copy of retrieved messages on the server 
If you'd like to keep a copy of each message Gmail retrieves in your other mail accounts, 
select the Leave a copy of retrieved messages on the server checkbox. This way, you can 
access mail in your other accounts, and in Gmail. 
 
Please note that some email services may still delete your messages when Gmail fetches 
them. If this option is checked, Gmail will instruct the other domain to leave the messages in 
place, though the final behavior is up to the other domain. 
 
If you'd rather delete copies of messages that Gmail retrieves, leave this option unchecked. 
Gmail will delete the messages from the other account as those messages are retrieved, 
meaning you'll only be able to read them in Gmail. 

Always use a secure connection (SSL) when retrieving mail 
If the email account being retrieved from supports Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption, 
you can select this option to have all information sent through a secured connection. 
 
If you select this option, and your email provider doesn't support it, Gmail will let you know 
that your configuration failed. Clicking Show error details will likely reveal a Protocol 
error in this case. You'll need to uncheck this selection before continuing. 

Label incoming messages 
If you'd like to automatically label all messages that are retrieved from your non-Google 
account, select this option. You can choose to use the predefined label (your email address), 
or you can select an existing label or create a new one from the drop-down list. 

Archive incoming messages 
Mail from this account can be archived directly, without showing up in your inbox. HULearn more 
about archiving in Chapter 4 » UH 

6. Click Add Account. 



7. Once your account has been added successfully, you'll have the option of setting it as a custom "From" 
address. This allows you to compose messages in Gmail, but have them appear to be sent from your other 
email account.  

 
Click Yes to set up a custom From address. You will learn more about customizing your email 
messages, HUincluding the from addressUH in the next lesson. 

 
Please review the following error messages below for further instructions. For more information on 
troubleshooting,T HTTUvisit the help centerUTH. 
Server denied POP3 access for the given username and password 

While Gmail was able to find the other mail server, we were unable to access your account. Please verify that 
you correctly entered the username and password of your other account. If you are fetching mail from another 
Gmail address, make sure that POP is enabled for the remote address. 
You may also receive this error message if your other webmail provider does not support POP access for your 
account. 

There was a problem connecting to [your other webmail provider] 
A 'Connection Timed Out' error indicates a problem with the server name, port, or encryption settings. When 
you set up Mail Fetcher, server settings will auto-populate based on the email address you provide. These 
default settings may not be accurate for smaller mail domains. Please verify that the mail server name and 
port is entered correctly for each account. 
If you see a 'Protocol error', please uncheck TAlways use a secure connection (SSL) when retrieving mail T, 
or verify that you are using the correct port for encrypted connections. For more information regarding POP 
encryption and port information, please contact the customer support team of your remote webmail provider. 
You may also receive this error message if your other webmail provider does not support POP access for your 
account. 

[Your other webmail provider] does not support leaving messages on the server 
Uncheck the box beside TLeave a copy of retrieved messages on the server T, then click TSave ChangesT. 
Please note that if you are fetching from another Gmail address, you will need to leave this option unchecked. 
You can change the storage behavior of retrieved messages in the POP settings of your other address. 
If your other server does support leaving messages on the server, but you receive this error message, then 
the other server may be advertising TEXPIRE = 0T, or may not be advertising TUIDLT capability. Please contact 
your other provider for more details. 

Received an empty line 
This error message indicates that the other provider is not complying with POP protocols. Most likely, one of 
your messages has a period on a line by itself, and your other server is failing to send the message correctly. 
Deleting the affected message may cause your messages to resume downloading. Please contact your other 
provider for more details. 

Username contains unsafe characters 
Gmail supports all printable characters in the username, except T& T, T> T, T< T, T\T and spaces. If your username 
contains one of these characters, you will not be able to configure Mail Fetcher for that account. 

The other server sent messages in the wrong order. Please contact your other provider 
Gmail can only retrieve messages when the other server provides them in the correct numbered order, 
starting with 1. This error message indicates that the other server is providing messages in the wrong order, 
or is starting with 0. Please contact your other provider for more details. 

There are too many messages on the other server. Please delete some mail from your other account, or move 
it out of the inbox. 

Because Gmail retrieves a list of all messages when fetching occurs, we may be unable to process the 
request if your other account has too many messages. We suggest deleting some mail from the other 
account's inbox. If your other webmail provider doesn't provide POP access to folders, you may be able to 
resolve the issue by temporarily moving some messages to folders instead. 
If you encounter this error, we recommend that you uncheck TLeave a copy of retrieved messages on the 
server T. 

 
How do I disable Mail Fetcher? 
You can disable Mail Fetcher by following these steps: 

1. Click Settings at the top of any Apps Mail page, and open the Accounts tab. 



2. Find the Get mail from other accounts section. 
3. Click delete next to the account you wish to disable. 

 
Mail Fetcher will stop retrieving new messages, but any mail that you previously received will remain in Gmail until 
you delete it. 
Also, please note that previously fetched messages, especially if there were a large number, may still arrive even after 
you've disabled Mail Fetcher. If you continue to receive mail from your other account a few hours after disabling Mail 
Fetcher, your other account may be configured to automatically forward your mail. Please log into your other email 
account and check your automatic forwarding settings. If you're not sure how to turn off automatic forwarding, ask your 
other webmail provider for further assistance. 
My fetched mail isn't delivered 
Delivery of fetched messages may occur up to an hour after a successful fetch attempt. The View history window on 
your Accounts tab will display the last five attempts to fetch mail from your other email accounts, but it won't show the 
time when those messages reached Gmail. If you see a recent fetch attempt but can't yet see the messages that were 
retrieved, please check again in a few minutes. 
If the account from which Gmail is fetching mail doesn't receive mail at frequent intervals, Gmail will check for new 
messages less often. You can always force Gmail to check for new messages by following the steps below: 

1. Click Settings at the top of any Apps mail page, and open the Accounts tab. 
2. In the Get mail from other acounts: section, click the Check mail now link. 

If you're still having trouble fetching mail, please visit the HUGmail help centerUH. 
 
A signature is a bit of personalized text (such as your contact information or a favorite quote) that is automatically 
inserted at the bottom of every message you send. Here's a sample signature: 
-- 
Ms. Smith 
marie@g1usd.org 
(123) 456-7890 x123 
Language Arts, 5-6 
Class site: http://sites.google.com/a/g1usd.org/ms-smith-s-language-arts-class/ 
 
 
To create a signature: 

1. Sign in to your Google Apps mail account 
2. Click Settings at the top of any Apps Mail page, in the General tab. 

 
3. Enter your new signature text in the box at the bottom of the page next to the Signature option. As you type, 

the radio button will shift from No Signature to the text box. 

 
4. Click Save Changes. 

 
Apps mail adds your signature in grey at the very bottom of your message. Signatures are separated from the rest of 
your message by two dashes. 
 
If you don't want your signature to appear on a specific message, you can delete it manually before sending the 
message. Just highlight the text and delete it before sending. 
 
You are only allowed to create 1 signature. 
 
Note: Rich text signatures are available in Apps Mail allowing you to add your own formatting, images and links to 
your email signatures. 
 
[For Labs-enabled Domains] You can add advanced features to your Signature in Apps Mail by enabling some 
experimental labs features. HULearn more about Apps mail labs in Module 6 Chapter 1 » UH 



The Signature Tweaks lab lets you modify where your signature is placed in email messages, and the Location in 
Signature lab adds a map displaying the location from where you sent the email directly in the signature. 
 
Going on vacation? Taking your class? No access to the Internet? Week's worth of papers to grade? No problem! Use 
Google Apps mail vacation responder to let people know you won't be able to get back to them right away. You don't 
have to be on vacation - but it's a great way to send an automatic response to anyone who emails you - parent, 
teacher, student, friend - that you are not actively responding to email. 
 

 
You can set up a vacation response in your Apps mail settings that will automatically reply to anyone who emails you. 
While the vacation responder is enabled, Apps mail will send a response to anyone who contacts you. If that person 
contacts you again after four days and your vacation responder is still on, Apps mail will send another vacation 
response to remind the person that you're away from your email. 
Note: You have the option to only send your vacation response to other people in your domain and not to external 
recipients. 
 
For example, if Cristin sends Marie an email on Jan 2, and receives Marie's vacation response, she will not see 
another vacation response until 4 days later – no matter how many times she emails Marie during that time.  
 
Here's how to let people know you can't respond right away: 

1. Sign in to your school Apps mail account. 
2. Click Settings along the top of any Apps Mail page. 

 
3. From the General tab, select Vacation responder on in the Vacation responder: section. 
4. Enter the subject and body of your message in the Subject: and Message: fields. 

 
o If you've enabled a personalized signature ( HUsee previous lessonUH) in your settings, Apps mail will 

automatically append it to the bottom of your vacation response. 
5. Check the box next to Only send a response to people in my Contacts if you don't want everyone who 

emails you to know that you're away from your mail. If you check this, someone who is not in your contacts list 
sends you an email, they will not receive the auto-response. You will learn more about Contacts in the next 
chapter. 

6. Click Save Changes at the bottom of the page. 
 
While the vacation responder is enabled, you'll see a banner across the top of any Apps mail page, displaying the 
subject of your vacation response. 



 
To stop Apps Mail from automatically sending the response, click end now within the banner. Or, if you'd like to edit 
the response, click vacation settings. 

• Keep in mind that your vacation response will start over each time you edit it -- if someone receives your initial 
vacation response, and then emails you again after you've edited the subject or body of the message, he or 
she will receive the edited response, too. 

• Please note: Messages classified as spam and messages addressed to a mailing list you subscribe to will not 
receive a vacation response. 

 
[For Labs-enabled domains] 
You can choose specific start and end dates for your Vacation Response with the 'Vacation Time!' lab: 

1. Click the green beaker at the top of any Apps mail page to go the Labs page - or click Settings then 
the Labs tab. 

 
2. Find and enable the 'Vacation Time!' 

lab.  
3. Click the Save Changes button at the top or bottom of the page. 
4. Now when you go to Settings to turn on the Vacation Responder, you can select the start date for your 

message. You can also choose to select an end date, or you can manually end the vacation responder via the 
banner at the top of your Apps mail page. 

 
 
You can use your Apps Mail inbox as your primary inbox for accessing & sending mail from multiple accounts. 
The previous lesson reviewed how to HUreceive email from other email accounts UH (such as a personal Gmail or Hotmail 
address or an old alumni address), and in this lesson you will learn how to send messages from your Apps Mail inbox, 
but have the 'From' or sender address display your other email address.  This way, it's easier to manage multiple 
accounts from the Apps Mail interface.  
 
Please note: The custom 'From:' feature works only if you already own the alternate address as part of a separate 
account. To send mail with a different Apps Mail, Gmail, or other email provider account, you must first HUsign upUH for that 
address.  
 
To add a custom 'From' address: 

1. Sign in to your school Apps mail account. 
2. Click Settings along the top of any page, and select the Accounts tab. 

 
3. Under Send mail as, click Add another email address you own. 



 
4. Type the name you wish to appear in your email messages in the Name field, and in the Email address field, 

enter your name and alternate email address. 

 
 

5. Click Next Step >> and then click Send Verification. Apps Mail will send a verification message to your other 
email address to confirm that you own it. 

 
6. Locate the message from Apps Mail. Open it and and either click the link contained in the message or enter 

the confirmation code in the Accounts section of your Google Apps email settings. 

 
If you do not receive the confirmation email, contact your Google Apps administrator to confirm the HUdomain 
aliasUH or HUnicknameUH has been configured. 



Messages you send will appear to be from the domain alias or nickname. The return-path of the message will indicate 
your primary mail addresses, but this information will only be visible to recipients who choose to examine the HUoriginal 
message headerUH. 
 
 
Once you're set-up, you can start sending mail from any of the addresses you added. 
 
To use a verified custom 'From:' address when composing a new message, pick an address from the drop-down 
menu in the 'From:' field.  
 

 
If you're replying or forwarding, click change next to the 'From:' field first. You can also choose to automatically use the 
address to which a message was sent. 
 

 
To edit the name, configuration or reply-to address for an existing entry, click edit next to the address on your 
Accounts tab. To delete an address, just click delete. 
 

 
The reply-to address specifies whether you want an email that was directed to your non Apps mail account to have 
your Apps mail address or the original non Apps mail address. 
 
 
Note for IMAP/POP users: If you access Apps Mail through a POP or IMAP email client (e.g. Outlook or Apple Mail) 
and would like to send messages with a custom "from" address, you have two options. We recommend that you 
configure your email client with two outgoing SMTP servers, one for Apps Mail and one for your other address. Your 
second option is to use Apps Mail's outbound servers with a different "from" address. If you've already configured the 
custom from address in the web interface, your message will be sent from:otheraddress@domain.com, 
sender:username@Apps Mail.com, regardless of which custom from configuration you chose. Your messages will be 
sent from your regular Apps Mail address if you never configured your custom from settings in the web interface. 
 
If you're tired of not being able to find the right words to express yourself in your messages, emoticons are here to 
help. Emoticons are small images (think yellow smiley faces) that can be inserted right into your email messages. 
Apps mail has a number of images (for example, smiley faces, food and drinks, or broken hearts) that you can use 
with, or in place of, the text in your messages.  
 
Follow these steps to play along: 

1. When you're composing a message, click the Insert Emoticon button on the toolbar; it's the face located 
between the Highlight Color and the Link button.  

 
2. The emoticon pane expands, and remains open so you can select as many images as you'd like. Click an 

image, and it's inserted in your message. 

 



3. If you'd like to collapse the emoticon picker after you've selected an image, you can just click the Insert 
Emoticon button in the toolbar again. 

 
Keep in mind you'll need to be in rich formatting mode to see the emoticon button. Have fun.  
You can customize the way your Apps mail inbox looks by adding one of many colorful and artistic themes. 
 

 
 
 
To choose a theme, click a thumbnail on the Themes tab of your Settings page. 
 

 
You can also customize by location. Some themes change during the day, and we use the location information you 
provide to correctly time these changes with your local sunrise, sunset, and/or weather.  
 



 
If you select one of these themes, you'll see a Country/Region drop-down menu appear. Select the country you want, 
and then enter a city in the field provided. If you don't enter a city, or enter an invalid one, we'll set your location to the 
capital city of the country you selected. 
 
When you're done, click Save. 
 
Please note: Gmail Themes aren't yet compatible with all of our supported browsers. Themes are only available in 
Internet Explorer 7.0+, Firefox 2.0+ or Safari 3.0+, and Google Chrome. You won't see a 'Themes' tab in your Settings 
if you're not using the newer version of Gmail on the browsers listed above. Please note that Themes are not available 
if you're using Internet Explorer 6.0 
 
Web Clips show you news headlines, blog posts, RSS and Atom feeds, right at the top of your inbox. Each clip 
displays the source from which it was received, how long ago the clip was published, and a link to access the entire 
story or page containing the clip. 

 
Please note: Your school Apps domain administrator may have disabled Web Clips for your domain if you do not see 
web clips at the top of your inbox. 
 
From your inbox, you can scroll through clips you've already seen by clicking the left arrow (<) or see new clips by 
clicking the right arrow (>). 

 
To customize Web Clips for your school Apps mail account: 

1. Click Settings at the top of any Apps mail page, and open the Web Clips tab. 



 
2. Enable web clips to appear by checking the box next to Show my web clips above the Inbox. 
3. Browse popular clips by selecting a topic link along the left.  

 
4. You can also use the search box to search for feeds by entering topics that interest you -- use this feature like 

you would Google Search. For example, you could search for 'Education' to see results for Education 
5. Or, enter specific feed URLs if you have a favorite RSS or Atom feed. 
6. Click Add next to the clips you'd like to see in Gmail. 

 
 
To remove a clip, visit the Web Clips tab under Settings and click remove next to the clip. To disable clips entirely, 
uncheck the box next to Show my web clips above the Inbox. 
 
Note: Clips of your favorite RSS and Atom feeds are displayed randomly, and aren't targeted to the contents of your 
mail. 
 



 
TModule 2: Mail > Chapter 3: Manage contactsT 

Similar to an online address book, the Contact Manager in Apps mail gives you easy access to the people you want to 
reach. All your email contacts are stored here -- just click Contacts along the left side of any Apps mail page to 
access and edit your contacts' information. You can also add more information for a contact, including address, title, 
phone numbers, notes, and more.  
 

 
 
Please note: These instructions work only with the newer version of Apps mail. If they don't match what you see in 
your Contact Manager, we suggest that you upgrade to a HUfully supported browserUH or click Newer version in your 
account. 
 
Contacts make it easy to compose email, as Apps mail will auto-complete for email addresses in your Contact 
Manager. You can also store more information than just a name and email address, you can include title, phone 
numbers, addresses, instant messenger accounts, websites, and even birthdays.  You can add custom fields for 
"Parent's Names" or "Graduation Year".   
  
 To create a new contact: 

1. Click Contacts along the left side of any page. 

2. Click the New Contact button  in the top-left corner of the Contact Manager. 
3. Enter your contact's information in the appropriate fields. 
4. Click Save to add your contact. 

 
You can enter additional contact info by clicking More Information or by clicking the add link next to the appropriate 
field. Enter your contact's information in the appropriate fields and click Save 
 
You don't have to enter in every contact manually for them to appear in your contact list or the Apps mail sender 
autocomplete. Email addresses are automatically added to your Contacts list each time you use the Reply, Reply to 
all, or Forward functions to send messages to addresses not previously stored in your Contacts list.  
 
For example, lets say you receive an email from a new student and send a reply with the class schedule.  
 

 



Even though you did not manually enter that student's email address, the next time you start to write an email to that 
student, his/her email address will appear in the autocomplete. 

 
If these addresses don't appear immediately, try waiting a few minutes or signing out of your account and signing back 
in. "Also, each time you mark a message as 'Not Spam,' your Contacts list is automatically updated so that future 
messages from that sender are received in your inbox. 
 
If you need to modify information for a contact, you can edit or delete by opening your Contacts list by 
clicking Contacts on the side of any page, and following the appropriate instructions below. 
 
To edit a contact, follow these steps: 

1. Click Contacts on the left side of any Apps mail screen to launch the Contact manager. 
2. Select the contact in the Contacts list. 
3. Click Edit at the top of the page. 

 
4. Make your desired changes. 
5. Click Save at the top of the page 

 
 
To permanently delete a contact, follow these steps: 



1. Select the contact in the Contacts list. 
2. Click Delete Contact at the top of the page. 

 
3. Click OK. 

 
Sometimes the Apps mail autocomplete doesn't cut it - you can't remember the email address or name of a contact, 
but you do remember the student's phone number. You can search your contacts for any of the details that you've 
entered, such as place of work, home address, phone number, title, etc. 
 
To search for a contact: 

1. Click Contacts along the left side of any Apps mail page. 
2. Enter the name, email address, or any other contact details of the person you're searching for in the contacts 

search box. 

 
Keep these tips in mind when searching for contacts: 

• You can use prefixes. 
• You can search by a person's first and/or last name. 
• You'll see matching results as you type 
• You can search for contacts by phone number, or notes you've entered about them. 
• You can search by domain or username. For example, searching for 'myschool.org' will return all contacts with 

a myschool.org address. 
 
If you need to have a hard copy of contact information or want to see your entire contact list at once, you can access 
all of the details about your contacts by printing. Here's how: 

1. Click Contacts on the side of any Apps mail page. 
2. Click Print at the top of the Contact Manager. 

 
3. Choose whether you want to print all your contact information, or select contacts from the drop down groups 

menu. HULearn more about contact groups later in this chapter » UH 

 
4. Select the details you'd like to display. 



5. Click Print. A new browser window or tab will open with the details you've chosen. 
To find specific information without printing, you can perform a search in your browser ('Ctrl + F' on a PC or 
'Command + F' on a Mac) for the contact information you're looking for. 
 
After years of maintaining an address book, you don't need to worry about recreating it in Apps Mail. Importing your 
contacts isn't difficult  – you can import your address books (from Outlook, Hotmail, Yahoo!, orkut, email software, 
etc.)   
 
To import contacts to Gmail: 

1. Create a custom CSV file, or export the address book from your other webmail provider or email client as a 
CSV file. You'll learn more about CSV files and exporting from other address books in the next steps. 

2. Click Contacts (located below your list of views) on any Apps mail page. 
3. Click Import in the top portion of the Contact Manager. 

 
4. Click the Browse... or Choose File button and locate the CSV file you'd like to upload. 
5. Select the file and click the Import button. 

 
Once you've successfully uploaded the document, Gmail will display the number of contacts imported. 
 
A few things to keep in mind: 

• If some entries aren't included in your Contacts list, Apps mail tells you why these entries were left out. 
• If you receive error messages when attempting to import your contacts, you may need to edit your CSV file. 
• You can only import up to 3000 contacts at a time. If you have more than 3000 contacts, you'll need to create 

multiple CSV files to upload. 
 
If you want to create a new address book or edit an existing one, you can also use spreadsheet programs like 
Microsoft Excel to create and edit a custom CSV file. 
 
Your CSV file should be formatted as a table and must include a header, or first line, that defines the fields in your 
table. Gmail accepts many common header fields (name, email address, etc.). If you're updating an existing file, you 
probably won't need to change your header field names; if you're creating a new file and need some guidance, you 
can use any of the field names used in the examples below. 

 
 
Here are some additional things to keep in mind as you create your file: 

• The file must include a field for the email address. 
• The Name field can be a single column, like this: 

header > name 
contact info. > Jane Doe

• If you'd rather, you can also use separate fields for the first, middle, and last names, like this: 
header > first name middle name last name

contact info. > Jane   Doe 
• Fields can be listed in any order. 

 
Here's an example of a sample file that can be created using Microsoft Excel: 

header > First 
Name 

Last 
Name 

Email Address Street Address Phone 



contact info. 
> 

Jane Doe jane@gmail.com 623 East 68th Street, Apt. 3-B, New York, 
NY 

(212) 555-
9975 

 
By saving this table as a .csv file, and importing it in to Apps mail, one entry – for Jane Doe – is added to your 
Contacts list. 
 
Once you've entered all of your contacts into a table, save the document and select CSV (Comma delimited) (*.csv) as 
the type of file you'd like to save. If prompted to verify your selection, click Yes or OK. 
 
For still more information about CSV files, open Help in Excel. 
 
Many email providers and email software have an export feature for your address book. 
 
HTUPlease refer to the help documentationUTTU UTHfor detailed instructions on how to create a CSV file that you can upload into 
Apps mail. 
 
Your Contact Manager has a few default contact groups to help you organize your most used and most important 
contacts. These groups won't affect your ability to create custom contact groups - such as groups for classes, clubs, 
organizations, committees, etc. While the default groups - which include My Contacts, Most Contacted, Friends, 
Family, and Coworkers - cannot be deleted, you do not need to add contacts to them if you prefer. You can opt to just 
create your own custom groups. 
 
About the default contact groups: 

• My Contacts organizes the addresses you care about. If you know you'll want to find someone often, you can 
move a contact to this group by selecting one of your contacts and clicking Move to My Contacts. You'll learn 
how to remove a contact from My Contacts in the next steps. 

• Most Contacted includes the 20 addresses you use most frequently. Apps mail automatically updates this list 
for quick and easy reference. 

 
There are several types of 'groups' that can be used to send email to multiple people at once: 

1. Google Apps Administrator Group - set-up by the school Apps domain administrator, this has a unique email 
address - e.g. group@myschool.org - and the domain administrator controls who is part of the group and the 
permission levels. 

2. Google Apps User-managed Groups - these are like Administrator groups, but can be managed by non-
administrators. They are essentially discussion lists that users can create and manage. Each group will have 
a unique email address. 

3. Mail Contact Group - this is set-up by individual users with school Apps accounts. While the group is named, it 
does not have a single unique email address. Instead, the group is a 'name' in the address book which when 
selected, will populate with individual email addresses of the group members. 

4. Google Group - this is a product that is not included with Google Apps Education Edition that allows for 
individuals to create groups of interest. HULearn more about Google Groups UH. 

 
In this section, we will review how to create the third type of group, the Mail contact group - one that will only be 
available in your individual mail account.  
Please note: These contact groups will not be associated with your domain, only your account. If several people will 
be using the same group of contacts, please notify your school Apps domain administrator and request that a 'Group' 
mailing list be created for your domain. 
 
You can assemble custom contact groups to simplify mass emails in your Apps mail account. For example, instead of 
typing the email address to everyone in the budget committee - simply create a "Budget committee" contact group that 
you can use in the 'To:' field when you compose a message. 
 
Other useful contact groups could include faculty (different groups by subject/grade), students or classes (again by 
subject/grade), organizations, extended family, etc.  
 
To create a contact group: 

1. Click Contacts along the side of any page. 

2. Click the New Group button  located in top portion of the Contact Manager.  
3. Enter the name of the group. 
4. Click OK. 

  
If after creating the contact group, you wish to change the name, you can access the settings in the Contact Manager 
 
To edit a contact group name: 



1. Click Contacts along the side of any page. 
2. Click the name of the group in the left panel. 
3. Click the edit button. 

 
4. Enter the name of the group. 
5. Click OK. 

 
Please note: You will not be allowed to change the name of any of the default contact groups including: My Contacts, 
Friends, Family, Co-workers, and Most Contacted. 
 
You can add contacts to any of the default contact groups, or any custom contact groups you have created. 
 
To add multiple contacts to a contact group at one time: 

1. Select the contacts in the Contacts list. 
2. Open the Groups drop-down menu. 
3. Under Add to..., select the group you'd like to add the contact to, or select New group to create a new group. 

 
To add an individual contact to a contact group: 

1. Select the contact in the Contacts list. 
2. Open the Groups drop-down menu. 
3. Under Add to..., select the group you'd like to add the contact to, or select New group to create a new group.  

 
 
You can always make changes to your contact groups – even the default groups. When you remove a contact from a 
contact group, you are not removing the contact from your Contacts list. You will still be able to search and use that 
contact in your emails. If you wish to delete a contact, HUreview the previous step »UH 

 
To remove a contact from a contact group, follow these steps: 

1. Select the contact in the Contacts list. 
2. Open the Groups drop-down menu. 
3. Under Remove from..., select the group you'd like to remove the contact from. 

 



 
This contact will no longer be included when you send an email message to the group.  
 
If you no longer need to use a contact group, you can remove the entire group from your Contacts.  
Please note: this will not delete the individual contacts, only the group compiling the contacts together. You will still be 
able to search and use each contact in your emails. 
 
To delete a contact group: 

1. Click Contacts on the left side of any page. 
2. Select the contact group from the groups list. 
3. Click Delete Group at the top of the page. 

 
4. Click OK. 

 
It's easy to send message to any of the contact groups you created, or the default contact groups. 
 
You can send an email message directly from the Contact Manager: 

1. Click Contacts. 
2. Select the group you'd like to send to. 
3. Click All at the top of the contact list or select the individuals you'd like to send to. 
4. Click Email in the group details pane. 

 
 
 
You can also send an email message to a group from the Compose window using Apps mail auto-complete function. 
Just as you can use the auto-complete drop down to type in individual email addresses, your custom contact groups 
will also appear if you start to type the name of the contact group. You will notice that it is a group because the name 
of the group is followed by the phrase "(group)" in the auto-complete drop down list. 
 

1. Click Compose. 
2. In the To: field, enter the first few letters of the name of the contact group to which you'd like to send the 

message. 
3. Select your contact group from the list of addresses the auto-complete feature suggests. 

 



4. Compose your message. 
. 
 

 
Need to find that phone number for a parent? Can't remember the address of your next appointment? No computer? 
No problem. Google Sync lets you synchronize your Apps contacts and their calendar to a mobile device such as an 
iPhone or Windows Mobile phone. This means that you can view and edit your address books and calendar events at 
any time. You can also get alerts (sound or vibration) for upcoming meetings.  
 
Please note:  Google Sync doesn't allow you to synchronize email with your phone, it is for syncing  your contacts 
and calendars. 
 
 
In order to use Google Sync, your Apps domain administrator must enable Microsoft Exchange ActiveSync. Once 
he/she has enabled Microsoft Exchange ActiveSync © support for Calendar and Contacts, you can start using HUGoogle 
Sync for iPhoneUH and HUGoogle Sync for Windows MobileUH.  
 
If you have a Blackberry, your Apps administrator can also enable the Google Apps Connector for Blackberry 
Enterprise Server that will allow your contacts, mail, and calendars to sync with your Blackberry device. HU Review 
Module 1: Chapter 3 UH for more information. 
 
Please note: These services are still in beta. Please consider the HUknown limitationsUH in advance. 
 
If you are the school Apps domain administrator, you can enable Google Sync for your domain by following these 
steps: 

1. In the Service settings section of your Dashboard, click the Mobile link. 
2. Select the checkbox next to Enable Google Sync. 
3. Click Save changes. 

 
This feature is currently available only in the Next Generation version of the control panel. 
 

 
 
If you have a Windows Mobile Device, please follow the instructions 
here:HUhttp://www.google.com/support/mobile/bin/topic.py?hl=en&topic=14299UH 

 

 
 
If you use an iPhone, please follow the instructions 
here: HUhttp://www.google.com/support/mobile/bin/topic.py?hl=en&topic=14252UH 

 



 
TModule 2: Mail > Chapter 4: Store and organize mailT 
Apps mail doesn't use folders. Instead, to help you organize your mail more effectively, Apps mail uses "labels".  
 
Basically, labels do all the work folders do and give you an extra bonus: you can add more than one to a message.  
There is no limit to how many labels you can apply to an email. And, because Apps mail aggregates all related email 
messages into "conversations", when you label one message in the conversation, you automatically apply the labels 
to all the messages in the conversation.  

 
You can view all the messages related to a label by clicking on the label name in the left side of your Apps mail 
window.  
 

 
 
Example: 
Suppose you receive an email from a student about his final research paper. With a folder system, you have only one 
choice where to "file" your email message - under "Students" or under "Research Projects" With labels, you can create 
several categories of organization and apply multiple labels onto an email. In this case, the email can have both the 
"Students" label where you keep emails from students and the "Research Projects" label where you keep emails 
regarding research projects. Now, to access the message, you can click on either of the labels you applied. If you click 
"Students" you will see all the messages that you have tagged with the "Students"  label. If you click "Research 
Papers," you will see only the messages you have tagged with the "Research Paper" label.  
 
Here's a breakdown of why we think labels are better than folders: 
 

Labels Folders 
A conversation can have more than one label You can only put a message in one folder 
A conversation can be in several locations (Inbox, All 
Mail, Sent Mail, etc.) at once, making it easier to find 
later 

You have to remember where you filed a message to 
retrieve it 

You can search conversations by label You can't always do folder-specific searches 
 
If you delete a label, you do not delete the messages associated with it. 
 
 
Apps mail has created several labels automatically with your account. These include 

1. Inbox shows your conversations (the number in parentheses indicates how many unread conversations you have). 
2. Starred shows you only messages you've marked with a star (use stars to mean whatever you'd like). Assign stars to 

special conversations or messages, or use them as a visual reminder that you need to follow-up on a 



message or conversation later. To apply a star, click the "star" next to a message or if you use keyboard 
shortcuts, use 's'. 

3. Chats lists your archived Chat conversations. 
4. Sent Mail shows messages you've sent. 
5. Drafts houses messages you've started and saved to work on later. 
6. All Mail is all the mail you have sent or received, regardless if it is still in the inbox or not. 
7. Spam is where we send the messages we think are suspicious. 
8. Trash is where messages you delete end up; you can empty the trash whenever you feel like it. 

 
Please note: You cannot change the names of these labels, but you can choose which labels display along the left side of your 
mailbox. 
Once you've created a label, you can view all the messages with that label by searching, or by clicking the label name 
along the left side of any Apps mail page. 

 
You can start using labels to organize your email to make it easier to find the messages related to topics of your 
choosing. You could create labels for messages sent from parents or students in different classes, a label for emails 
coming from a core group of people like the Planning committee, labels for transactions, enewsletters, etc. Think of 
labels as a way to navigate through your inbox by category instead of chronologically as it is typically listed. 
 
To start organizing and categorizing your email, create a label: 

1. Click the Labels drop-down menu or if you have keyboard shortcuts enabled, type 'l'.  

 
2. Enter the name of your new label and click Ok. 



 
3. You can also go to Settings and click the Labels tab. 

 
4. Enter name of your new label in the "Create a label" box and click Create. 

 
If you'd like to keep organized, you can remove a labeled conversation from your inbox by archiving it and view it later 
by clicking All Mail, or by clicking the label name along the left side of any Apps mail page (it may be in the 'More' 
section of your labels). 
 
You can also change a label name without impacting the messages associated with the label. All the messages 
categorized under your old label name will now be categorized under your new label. 
 
You can edit a label through both the Labels list or the Labels tab of your Gmail Settings. 
 
To edit a label through your Labels list, follow these steps: 

1. Click the square to the left of a label in your Labels list. A color palette opens. 

 
2. Select Rename at the bottom of the palette. 
3. Enter the new label name, and click OK. 

 
To edit a label through the Labels tab of your Apps mail Settings, follow these steps: 

1. Click the Settings link on the top of any Apps mail page. 
2. Select the Labels tab. 



 
3. Hover over the current label name and click on the name. A cursor should appear that allows you to edit the 

current label name. 

 
4. Click away from the label name and the edited name will be saved and updated. 

 
All the messages categorized under your old label name are now categorized under your new label. And, if the label 
you've edited is part of a filter, Gmail automatically updates your filter settings so new messages are categorized with 
the new label's name. 
 
You can add labels to your email from the inbox view or when viewing a message or conversation. 
 
To apply a label to a message in the inbox view, follow these steps: 

1. Select the checkbox next to the message(s) you want to label. 
2. Select the label name from the Labels button drop-down menu (or you can label a single message while 

you're reading it by using the drop-down menu or the keyboard shortcut L).   
3. You can select multiple labels from this menu. 
4. Click Apply to add the labels to the message. 

 
 
Another way you can add labels is by dragging: 

1. You can also drag a Label's name onto the message. 
2. You can also drag a message to a label's name to move that message to a label.  When you drag the 

message onto a label the label is applied and the message is archived. This is the same action as using the 
"Move To" function. If you would like to apply multiple labels, drag the message again to the other label 
names. 

When you are reading a message, you can also add a label, just follow these steps: 
1. Select the label name from the Labels button drop-down menu.  

If you would like to "move" your email message to your label and out of the inbox, use the Move to button and label 
drop down menu. This is the same action as if you applied a label and archived the message. 



 
 
You can remove labels from messages while inthe inbox view or from the conversation view. 
 
To remove a label from a message message while in the Inbox view:  

1. Select the checkbox next to the message(s) 
2. Uncheck the label name(s) from the Labels button drop-down menu (or you can label a single message while 

you're reading it by using the drop-down menu or the keyboard shortcut L).  
3. You can uncheck multiple labels from this menu 

 

 
 
When you are reading a message, there are 2 ways to remove a label: 

1. Uncheck the label name from the Labels button drop-down menu.  
2. Click the 'x' next to the label name alongside the subject of the email at the top of the message. 

 
 
Apps mail automatically selects the labels that you view most frequently to show up in the list on the left.   
You can access your full list of labels by clicking the "X more" link at the bottom of the list. 



 
 
 
You have control over the list of labels: if you would like to view more or all your labels without clicking the link at the 
bottom, or you would like to remove a label that appears. 
 
You can access your label settings in 3 different ways: 

1. Click the "X more" link at the bottom of your label list and click Manage labels 

 
or 

2. Click the Labels button and select Manage labels from the drop down  

 
or 

3. Click Settings and then the Labels tab 



 
 

To customize if the label is displayed in your full label list: 
1. Click on the Labels tab of your mail Settings. 
2. Click the show or hide link next to each label to choose whether it's listed.  

 
3. Or, if you see a label you don't need anymore, you can always click remove. (You'll have to confirm that you'd 

like to remove the label by clicking OK). 
 
To customize the short list of labels on the left: 

1. Click the label you would like to move (either from the visible list or from the "More" list) 
2. Drag the label into the desired section: the visible list or the "More" list. 



 
 
You can also add colors to your labels that will make it easier to find messages in your inbox.  
 

 
To change the color of a label: 

1. In your Labels list, click the square to the left of a label. 

 



2. Select a color from the palette that appears. Changes will be instantly reflected in Gmail. 
 
You can remove a color by selecting Remove color at the bottom of the color palette. 
 
With 7.5+ GBs of email storage in Google Apps Education Edition, you will most likely not need to delete email 
messages to stay under storage quota. Keeping all your messages has advantages - you can keep and search for 
years of email - but with all of that storage, organization for your email is important to find messages quickly. Labels is 
a way to categorize all your email messages. Archiving is a way to organize your Inbox - the main view of Apps Mail. 
 
You do not need to keep the thousands of messages in your Inbox to save them in your Apps Mail account. The 
"Archive" feature in Apps Mail can be used to move messages out of your Inbox and into your All Mail label, letting 
you tidy up your inbox without deleting anything. All Mail is your archive, a storage place for all the mail you've ever 
sent or received, but have not deleted. You can see a list of archived messages by clicking All Mail. Archived 
messages are also available by searching, and under any assigned labels.  
 
When someone responds to a message you've archived, the conversation containing that message will reappear in 
your inbox. 
 
Deleting a message, on the other hand, moves a message into the Trash label. If you do not move the message out 
of trash for 30 days, Apps mail will automatically delete that message. Your message will not be available in All Mail, 
any labels you applied, or in search results. The email will no longer exist in any capacity. If you would like to find an 
email before it has been completely deleted, you can search for it using search operators or the advanced search 
options. Make sure to use the search query 'in:anywhere" when looking for mail in the trash. 
  
 
Example: 
Suppose you received an email message regarding an end of the year brunch. After reading the email once, 
you Archive the message because you don't need to read it again or have it sit in your inbox. A week before the 
event, you want to double check the event information. To do that, you click in All Mail and locate the message. Let's 
say 2 days later, the organizer sends out another email changing the date. That email will appear in your Inbox  in the 
conversation format, where you can see the original message and the new message in one view. Even though you 
archived the original message, the conversation reappears in your inbox because a new message came in. While 
archiving moves the message out of the main inbox view, you will not miss any new messages that are part of the 
conversation.  
 
Here's why we think archiving a message is better than deleting:  
 

Archive Delete 
A message is no longer in your Inbox view A message is no longer in your Inbox view or anywhere 

else. 
A message is stored in All Mail for all time A message is in Trash for 30 days, then deleted forever 
A message is available in labels A message is not in the labels 
A message shows up in search A message does not show up in search after 30 

days because it no longer exists. Before the 30 
day mark, can be searched only with the 
'in:anywhere' search operator 

 
You can move messages out of your inbox but still store them for later in All Mail by using the Archive function. 
 
To archive messages: 

1. Select a message(es) by checking the box(es) next to the sender's name. 
2. Click Archive at the top of your inbox, or use the 'y' key if you have keyboard shortcuts enabled. 

 



If you have a conversation or email message opened, you can archive it by clicking the Archive button at the top of 
the page, or by using the 'y' key if you have keyboard shortcuts enabled. 
 

 
If you archived a message but now want it to appear again in your inbox view you either search for the message or 
browse all your messages. To browse all your mail, follow these steps: 

1. Click All Mail (If you do not see it on the left side of your Apps mail page, then it is in the 'X more' labels 
menu) 

 
2. From the list of messages, check the box next to the sender's name. You can also follow this step if you 

performed a search for the message you wished to recover. 
3. Click the Move to Inbox button. 

 
 

You can also move a message you previously archived back to your inbox if you have the email message open: 
1. Click the Move to Inbox button at the top of the message 

 
 
Apps Mail lets you delete either an entire HUconversation UH or one message from a conversation. Deleted messages are a 
lot like the stuff in the trash can in your kitchen: eventually, it's all going in the big dumpster outside, but for a little 
while, you can still rummage through it if you lost something important. Gmail will empty messages from 
your Trash automatically after 30 days, or you can permanently delete messages yourself. 
 
Remember, if you delete a message and it is emptied from your Trash, you will no longer find the email message in 
any label, in All Mail, or in search results.  

• Here's how you can get rid of an entire conversation: 
1. Open the message (or select the checkbox next to it). 
2. Click the Delete button to move the message to Trash. 

 
• And here's how you'd preserve most of a near-perfect conversation, but forget about a single message: 

1. Open the conversation and find the message in question. 
2. Click the down arrow next to Reply, at the top right of the message pane. 
3. Click Delete this message. 



 
 
Oh no! I've made a terrible mistake! I want that message back! 
It's okay. Just after you delete a message from the inbox view, a yellow bar with an Undo link appears at the top of the 
page. If you click it, your message will be moved from Trash back to its original location.  
 

 
If you delete a message from the conversation view, you will not see the yellow bar. As long as your change of heart 
occurs within 30 days of deleting the message, you can also retrieve it from Trash by clicking Trash, selecting the 
message in question, and clicking Move to Inbox. This won't work if you've already permanently deleted the 
message, though. 

 
 
No, really. I don't even like having that message in my Trash. Please take it away. 
Once a message is in Trash, Gmail will delete it in 30 days, but you're more than welcome to delete it permanently 
yourself. 

1. Click Trash along the left side of any Gmail page. 
2. Check the box next to the message you'd like to permanently delete. 
3. Click Delete Forever. This time, it's really gone forever. 



 
 
Filters  analyze emails as they received and perform certain actions on the messages  such as labeling, archiving, 
deleting, starring, or forwarding  your mail, or even keeping it out of Spam. Once you set-up a filter, Apps mail does 
this all automatically -- all based on a combination of keywords, sender, recipients, and more.  
 
Apps mail does not have a limit to the number of filters you can create, so you can create as many filters as you want - 
for labeling emails from distribution lists, for labeling emails from certain individuals, for starring emails with 
attachments, etc. Please note: You can create an unlimited number of filters, but only 20 filters can forward to other 
addresses. You can maximize your filtered forwarding by HUcombining filtersUH that send to the same address. 
 
Basically, filters are an automatic organization system that let you tell Apps mail how to handle your email based on 
who it's from, who it's addressed to, or the subject or message content it contains.  
 

 
 
 
Example: 
Suppose you receive weekly email newsletters titled "Math Round-up" from the school math department. You have 
already created labels for "Math Department"  and for "School Newsletters" which you use for these newsletters. 
These are not particularly important emails that need to appear in your inbox so you would like them to be Archived as 
they are recieved so that they will skip the inbox., but to be available every time you click on the "Math department" or 
"School newsletters" labels.  Apps mail can do this automatically with a custom filter.  
 
You set-up a filter that detects the common subject "Math Round-up," and specify that you want to have the "Math 
department" and "School newsletters" labels applied to these messages, and to Archive the messages so they don't 
appear in the inbox view. After you set-up the filter, every week when the "Math Round-up" newsletter is sent, it goes 
directly to your "Math department" and "School newsletter" labels without going to your inbox first. After 2 weeks, you 
check your "Math department" label and see 2 "Math Round-up" newsletters unread within the label.  
 
Filters let Apps mail perform certain actions on your messages based on criteria you provide.  
 
Want to apply a star to each of the 3000 messages from the school principal all at once? Here's how you would do it 
without filters: 

1. Select the Label name - in this case it could be a label you have for messages from the school principal (or, 
your Inbox, or Sent Mail, etc) containing the messages you'd like to select. 

2. Click the Select: All link above your messages. 
3. Click the link that says Select all [number] conversations in [current view]. 
4. Select the action you'd like to take from the More Actions... drop-down menu. 

 
That's easy enough for conversations that are already categorized where you want them, but what about the 200 
messages scattered throughout your inbox related to Unit Test planning you sent or received over the past month? No 
problem. Just create a new filter so that  Apps mail can automatically find the messages, by following these steps: 

1. Click Settings (at the top-right of any Apps mail page). 
2. Click Filters 
3. Click Create a filter (at the bottom of your filter list) 
4. Enter your filter criteria, for example, 'subject contains: Unit test'. 
5. Click Test Search to see which messages match your filter terms. You can update your criteria and run 

another test search – maybe now you'd like the filter to only contain messages from specific teachers about 



the Unit Test planning.  Add the email addresses of other teachers in the 'sender' field or specify , or 
click Next Step. 

6. Select one or more actions from the list. (Fun fact: these actions will take place in the order they're listed -- for 
example, you could choose to Forward matching messages to a specific email address, then Delete the 
messages). 

7. Presuming you'd like to apply this filter to the messages you already have (rather than only to new messages), 
select the 'Also apply filter to [X] conversations below' checkbox. 

8. Click Create Filter. 
 
You can also create a filter based on characteristics of the message you're reading. For example, if you receive emails 
from a school mailing list (e.g. math-teachers@myschool.org), you can easily filter messages like those. Or if you 
receive several emails with the same subject, you can also start with an email message to create a filter. 
 
To create a filter from within a message you're currently reading, just follow these steps: 

1. Click the More Actions button at the top of the message. 
2. Select Filter messages like this. 
3. Enter your filter criteria in the appropriate field(s). Apps mail will try to automatically add the criteria based on 

the message you were reading, such as the mailing list name or sender email address. 
4. Click Next Step and then select the actions you would like Apps mail to perform on these message - for 

example it could add the 'Math Teachers' label and archive it so the message is moved out of the inbox. 
5. You can apply the filter to messages you already have by clicking the 'Also apply filter to [X] conversations 

below' checkbox. 
6. Click Create Filter. 

 
You can also save some time and use filters to automatically send an email template you created. For example, if 
parents are sending you a signed permission slip as an attachment, you can send an automated response each time 
you receive the permission slip to acknowledge that it was received.   
 
Please note:  You must have Apps mail Labs enabled and the 'Canned Responses' labs enabled  for this to work. For 
more information about Apps mail labs and email templates, HUplease review the lesson in Chapter 2 »UH 

 
To use a filter to send automatic email responses, follow these steps: 

1. Select the criteria for your filter ( HUreview the previous step UH on how to create a filter) 
2. Click Next Step and then select the checkbox next to Send canned response: 
3. Select from the drop down the 'Canned Response' or email template you would like to use. (Don't have 

any? HUReview Chapter 2UH for a lesson on how to create an email template. 
 
Now whenever a message meets your filter criteria, an email will be sent automatically to the sender.  
 
 

 
 
Once you have created a filter, you can easily modify the settings to change the criteria - how Apps mail selects the 
messages -  or actions - how Apps mail handles the messages.  
 
To edit or delete existing filters, follow these steps: 

1. Click Settings (at the top-right of any Apps mail page). 
2. Click Filters. 
3. Find the filter you'd like to change and click its edit link, or click delete to remove the filter. 
4. If you're editing the filter, enter the updated criteria for the filter in the appropriate fields, and click Next Step. 



5. Update any actions and click Update 

Filter.  
 
Apps Mail's HUadvanced operatorsUH will help you make your search and filter criteria more specific.  
 
You can use one filter to manage messages from a number of different email addresses. For example, if you wanted 
to create a filter for all emails received from just math teachers or just one grade level of teachers, you could enter in 
the email addresses of those teachers into the filter.  
 
To create a filter for categorizing emails from select email addresses, follow these steps: 

1. Click Create a filter at the top of any Gmail page. 
2. Enter each email address in the From: field, separated by OR. Make sure to add parentheses around 

everything listed in the From: field.  

 
 

3. Enter all other message criteria in the appropriate fields, and click Next Step. 
4. Check the box next to the action you'd like the messages to take. 
5. Click Create Filter. 

 
 
For example, to create a filter for messages from 'teacher1@myschool.org' and messages that contain the subject line 
'Meeting Reminder,' you can enter 'from:teacher1@myschool.org OR subject:'meeting reminder' in the 'Has the 
words:' field. 
 
To clarify your filter criteria with advanced operators, follow these steps: 

1. Click 'Create a filter' at the top of any Gmail page. 
2. Enter your filter criteria. In the 'Has the words:' field, you can use any advanced operators to filter messages 

meeting various criteria. Please note that the 'or' function in Gmail is represented by 'OR,' and the 'not' 
function is represented by a minus (-). You also can use quotes (" ") to specify an exact phrase. 

3. Click 'Next Step' and select the action you'd like these messages to take. 
4. Click 'Create Filter.' 

 
To use advanced operators in your searches, click 'Show search options' to the right of the search field, and enter 
your search terms and advanced operators in the appropriate fields. 
 
You can check out a list of Gmail's advanced operators HUhereUH. 
* Check out search as you have never seen it before. Gmail Theater presents an ensemble cast of engineers in The 
Isle of Lost Emails. HUWatch the video on YouTubeUH. * 
 
If you prefer, you can have Apps mail forward all the mail coming into your school Apps mail account to another email 
address. This can be useful if you maintain several email accounts and want to choose one where all your mail is 
delivered. You can also have the option to choose whether copies of your message will stay in your Apps Mail account 
or be deleted. 



 
To have mail automatically sent to another email address you can set-up Forwarding in the Apps mail settings: 
 

1. Click HUSettings UH at the top of any Apps mail page, and open the Forwarding and POP/IMAP tab. 
2. Enter the email address to which you'd like your messages forwarded. 
3. Select the action you'd like your messages to take from the drop-down menu. You can choose to keep Apps 

Mail's copy of the message in your inbox, or you can send it automatically to All Mail or Trash. 
4. Click Save Changes. 

 
Please note: The filter for forwarding messages to other email addresses doesn't work retroacively for messages 
you've already received in your inbox (i.e. the 'Apply filter to # conversations below' won't work for filter action). 
 

 
 
If you want to send some mail to another email account - perhaps emails from friends you'd like to send to your a non 
school Apps email account - you can set-up a filter to forward only those messages.  
 
As seen in the previous lesson, you can create custom filters with specific criteria for labeling, archiving, starring, and 
more. You can also use those filters to specify messages to be sent to another email address. 
 
You can add forwarding to an existing filter or when you create a new filter. 
 
For existing filters: 

1. Click Settings (at the top-right of any Apps mail page). 
2. Click Filters. 
3. Find the filter you'd like to change and click its edit link 
4. Review the filter criteria, click the Next step button 
5. Select the checkbox next to "Forward it to:" 
6. Enter in your other email address(es) 
7. Click the Update Filter button 

  
If you selected to also apply the filter to the messages existing in the filter, all of those will be sent to your email 
address. 
 
The next time an email matches that filter, Apps mail will handle the email as specified in the filter in addition to 
sending it to your email address. 
 
Please note: Only 20 filters are allowed to use the Forward it to: function. If you have more than 20 filters, you will 
need to combine some so the total is less than 20. 
 
Example: 
If you had a separate, personal email account that you would like to have separate from your 'school/work' email 
address, you could set-up a filter for messages coming from specific people (social friends instead of others at school) 
to go to your personal email account. This way if information about events come to your work address, you can still 
have it available in your personal account to reference. You would create the filter using the 'from:friend@domain.com' 
format, then for messages matching the filter to be forwarded, and enter in your personal email account (e.g. 
me@gmail.com). Now, whenever you receive mail from one of your friends, you'll also get a copy sent to your 
personal account, where it will be included in any search results. 
 
Now that you have 7.5GBs of email storage, you may need some help finding that one email message about that staff 
meeting sent 2 months ago... With labels and filters, you can set-up a system for categorizing, moving, and finding 
messages you have organized. With search, you can find messages wherever they may live in your inbox - labels, 
deep within your Inbox, or archived away in All Mail... 
 
You can use search in Apps mail the same way you'd use Google Search, by entering a word (or multiple words) that 
appears anywhere within the message you want to locate. If you're looking for a message that contains the 
word testing schedule, simply type testing schedule in the search field and press Search Mail. Your results will be 
displayed with your search terms highlighted in yellow. 



 
Please note: Apps mail search doesn't recognize special search characters like square brackets, parentheses, 
currency symbols, the ampersand, the pound sign, and asterisks. It also doesn't recognize partial or similar matches, 
so a search for travel will find travel, but not travels, traveler, or travle. 
 
 

 
 
While you can use any words in the search box on top of your inbox to find emails, you may have better luck using 
some of the 'Advanced Search' operators.  
 
Advanced search operators are query words or symbols that perform special actions in Apps mail search. These 
operators allow you to find what you're looking for quickly and accurately. They can also be used to set up filters so 
you can organize your inbox automatically. For example, you could use the operators to find emails from specific 
people, with specific subjects. Some of the most useful operators are listed below.  
 
You can use Advanced search operators in the regular search box on top of the inbox, or you can use the Show 
search options beside the Apps mail search box.  
 
To construct a search using the search operators: 

1. Choose the operator(s) you would like to use 
2. Type the operator into the search box, for example, from:jennifer to search your inbox for emails where 

Jennifer is the sender. 
3. Click search 

 
You can also click 'Show search options' to help construct a search query with the options to define who sent the 
message (From), who the message was addressed (To), the subject of the message - you can enter the full subject or 
just a few keywords (Subject), keywords that the email may have anywhere in the message content (Has the Words), 
and a date range if you have an idea of when the message was received (Date). 
 
Example: 
If you were looking for an email sent from the department head, John, in the past month about the testing schedule 
you type and select the following using the Advanced Search Options: 
From: John 
Has the words: testing schedule 
Date within: 1 month of today 
 
You could also do this using the regular search box with the search operators by typing: 
testing schedule from:john after:2009/03/16 before:2009/04/18   
 
Here's a full list of all the operators you can use to construct a search: 
Operator Definition Example(s) 

from: Used to specify the sender Example - from:amy 
Meaning - Messages from Amy 

to: 
Used to specify a recipient Example - to:david 

Meaning - All messages that were 
sent to David (by you or someone 
else) 

subject: 
Search for words in the subject line Example - subject:dinner 

Meaning - Messages that have the 
word "dinner" in the subject 

OR 
Search for messages matching term A or term 

B* 
*OR must be in all caps 

Example - from:amy OR from:david 
Meaning - Messages from Amy or 
from David 

-  
(hyphen) 

Used to exclude messages from your search Example - dinner -movie 
Meaning - Messages that contain the 
word "dinner" but do not contain the 
word "movie" 



label: 

Search for messages by label* 
*There isn't a search operator for unlabeled 

messages 

Example - from:amy label:friends 
Meaning - Messages from Amy that 
have the label "friends" 
Example - from:david label:my-
family 
Meaning - Messages from David that 
have the label "My Family" 

has:attachment 
Search for messages with an attachment Example - from:david has:attachment  

Meaning - Messages from David 
that have an attachment 

list: 
Search for messages on mailing lists Example - list:info@example.com  

Meaning - Messages with the words 
info@example.com in the headers, 
sent to or from this list 

filename: 

Search for an attachment by name or type Example -
 filename:physicshomework.txt 
Meaning - Messages with an 
attachment named 
"physicshomework.txt" 
Example - label:work filename:pdf 
Meaning - Messages labeled "work" 
that also have a PDF file as an 
attachment 

" " 
(quotes) 

Used to search for an exact phrase* 
*Capitalization isn't taken into consideration 

Example - "i'm feeling lucky" 
Meaning - Messages containing the 
phrase "i'm feeling lucky" or "I'm 
feeling lucky" 
Example - subject:"dinner and a 
movie" 
Meaning - Messages containing the 
phrase "dinner and a movie" in the 
subject 

( ) 

Used to group words  
Used to specify terms that shouldn't be excluded

Example - from:amy(dinner OR 
movie) 
Meaning - Messages from Amy that 
contain either the word "dinner" or 
the word "movie" 
Example - subject:(dinner movie) 
Meaning - Messages in which the 
subject contains both the word 
"dinner" and the word "movie" 

in:anywhere 
Search for messages anywhere in Gmail* 

*Messages in Spam and Trash are excluded 
from searches by default 

Example - in:anywhere movie  
Meaning - Messages in All 
Mail, Spam, and Trash that contain 
the word "movie" 

in:inbox 
in:trash 
in:spam 

Search for messages in Inbox, Trash, orSpam Example - in:trash from:amy 
Meaning - Messages from Amy that 
are in Trash 

is:starred 
is:unread 
is:read 

Search for messages that are starred, unread or 
read 

Example - is:read is:starred 
from:David 
Meaning - Messages from David that 
have been read and are marked with a 
star 

cc: 
bcc: 

Used to specify recipients in 
the cc: orbcc: fields* 

*Search on bcc: cannot retrieve messages on 
which you were blind carbon copied 

Example - cc:david  
Meaning - Messages that were cc-ed 
to David 



after: 
before: 

Search for messages sent during a certain period 
of time* 

*Dates must be in yyyy/mm/dd format. 

Example - after:2004/04/16 
before:2004/04/18  
Meaning - Messages sent between 
April 16, 2004 and April 18, 2004.* 
*More precisely: Messages sent after 
12:00 AM (or 00:00) April 16, 2004 
and before April 18, 2004. 

is:chat 
Search for chat messages Example - is:chat monkey 

Meaning - Any chat message 
including the word "monkey". 

deliveredto: 

Search for messages within a particular email 
address in the Delivered-To line of the message 

header 

Example -
 deliveredto:username@gmail.com 
Meaning - Any message with 
username@gmail.com in the 
Delivered-To: field of the message 
header (which can help you find 
messages forwarded from another 
account or ones sent to an alias). 

If you know your message is in one of your labels, you can do a specific search within a label. 
 
Using the 'Show search options' link beside the search box: select the label you want to search from the 'Search' drop-
down menu 
 

 
 
 
 
Using the search box: enter 'label:,' an advanced operator, followed by the label's name, in the search field. 
 
 
 
If the label name has more than one word, you'll need to connect the words with dashes. 
For example, if you want to search for all messages from Bob in the label 'Math Teachers', enter the following in the 
'Search Mail' field: 
from:Bob label:math-teachers 
 
If you conducted a search and did not find the message you were looking for, it may have ended up in Spam or you 
may have deleted it and the message now sits within the Trash label. Apps mail doesn't search for messages 
in Spam or Trash unless you explicitly tell it to. 
 
Here's how you can include spam and trash in your search results: 

1. Click Show search options at the top of any Apps mail page. 
2. Fill in the search fields with the details you remember confidently. If you're not certain about any field, leave it 

blank. 
3. Select Mail & Spam & Trash from the Search: drop-down menu. 
4. Enter all other criteria for your search in the appropriate fields. 
5. Click Search Mail. 

 
You can also use the search operator 'in:anywhere' to search for messages in the trash. 
 
The engineers at Google have made an effort to making search in Apps mail easier by developing a new built-in 
feature: Search Autocomplete. With Search Autocomplete, you'll get suggestions as you type in the search box of 
popular searches such as names or email addresses.   
 
Some names are not easy to remember — with the built-in 'Search autocomplete' feature you can just type a couple 
letters and select the desired contact from the drop down list. Easy and quick as that. 



 

 
 
You can also take advantage of the advanced search operators and Apps mail can help autocomplete those as well. 
With the search operators, you can search in specific places (e.g. in chats, labels, or sent items), or search for 
messages with attachments of a certain type (e.g. docs or photos).  
 
Example: 
 
Suppose you want to search for photos from a recent school event that were sent to you by the Photography teacher, 
Chris. Normally, you would have to enter Chris' email address followed by filename:(jpg OR png) which is a bit 
cumbersome and difficult to remember. 
 
With Search Autocomplete, I can just type "photos" or "pictures," select "has photos" from the drop down list (as in the 
screenshot below), and the search query (filename:(jpg OR png)) gets inserted for me. Similarly, you can type 
in the word "attachment" and Search Autocomplete will list the most common attachment types for you.  
 

 
 
You don't need to really understand the technical search query, but it is shown so that you can adapt it to your needs. 
For example, if you'd like to include tiff files in your search result, you can adapt the query manually 
to filename:(jpg OR png OR tiff).  
 



 
TModule 2: Mail > Chapter 5: Apps mail and your email softwareT 

Your Google Apps Administrator must have POP/IMAP access enabled in order to use this feature. 
 
If you prefer, you can access your school Apps mail account using email software such as Microsoft Outlook, Apple 
Mail for OS X, Mozilla Thunderbird, and other email programs. You can access your mail using either the POP or 
IMAP protocols. If you're trying to decide between using POP and using IMAP with your Apps mail account, we 
recommend IMAP. Either way, there is no cost for setting up and using POP or IMAP with your Apps mail account. 
 
POP, or Post Office Protocol, lets you download messages from Google Apps mail servers onto your computer so you 
can access your mail with a program like Microsoft Outlook Express or Netscape Mail, even when you aren't 
connected to the Internet. 
 
POP access is free for all Apps mail users, and we have no plans to charge for it in the future. If you're thinking about 
using POP, however, we encourage you to consider HUIMAPUH, which offers all the benefits listed above plus two-way 
communication between your web Gmail and your email client. 
 
IMAP, or Internet Message Access Protocol, lets you download messages from Gmail's servers onto your computer 
so you can access your mail with a program like Microsoft Outlook Express or Apple Mail, even when you aren't 
connected to the Internet. 
IMAP creates a constant connection between mail clients (desktop and/or mobile) and Gmail. 
 
What's the difference between IMAP and POP? 
Unlike POP, IMAP offers two-way communication between your web Gmail and your email client(s). This means when 
you log in to Gmail using a web browser, actions you perform on email clients and mobile devices (ex: putting mail in a 
'students folder) will instantly and automatically appear in Gmail (ex: it will already have a 'work' label on that email the 
next time you sign in). 
 
IMAP also provides a better method to access your mail from multiple devices. If you check your email at work, on 
your mobile phone, and again at home, IMAP ensures that new mail is accessible from any device at any given time. 
 
Finally, IMAP offers a more stable experience overall. Whereas POP is prone to losing messages or downloading the 
same messages multiple times, IMAP avoids this through two-way syncing capabilities between your mail clients and 
your web Gmail. 
 
You can ask your IT Administrator what is the preferred protocol for your school. 
 
IMAP instructions 
We strongly encourage you to use IMAP with your email software like Microsoft Outlook or Apple Mail to access your 
school Apps mail account.  
 
To enable IMAP in Gmail, follow these steps: 

1. Click Settings at the top of any Apps Mail page. 
2. Click Forwarding and POP/IMAP tab. 
3. Select Enable IMAP. 
4. Configure your IMAP email software and click Save Changes. (See the next step for instructions on how to 

configure your email software) 
Note: At this time, it's not possible to enable IMAP while using the basic HTML interface. Please use the standard 
view to see this option. 
 
When you've enabled IMAP and set up your client, sign in to your Apps mail account through the email software and 
watch your messages arrive. You'll notice that all of your custom Apps mail labels will appear in your client as folders, 
with your labeled messages inside. While we'd like to make your IMAP experience match the Gmail web interface as 
much as possible, some Gmail-specific features and terms, such as conversation threading and stars, won't appear in 
your client.  
 
Don't worry; you can still perform all the usual Gmail functions, just in a slightly different way. The HUIMAP behavior 
chartUH shows you how to perform common functions on your IMAP client. 
 
Please note that every client handles IMAP in a slightly different way. If you're curious about the specific use of your 
client, contact the client's support team. 
 
POP instructions 
If your email software does not accept IMAP or you would like to use POP, you can still retrieve your school Apps mail 
messages. 



 
To enable POP in Gmail, follow these steps: 

1. Click Settings at the top of any Gmail page. 
2. Click Forwarding and POP/IMAP.  

 
3. Select Enable POP for all mail or Enable POP for mail that arrives from now on. 
4. Choose the action you'd like your Gmail messages to take after they are accessed with POP. 
5. Configure your POP client and click Save Changes. (See the next step for instructions on how to configure 

your email software). 
 
IMAP instructions 
You can set up the following mail clients or mobile devices to sync with your Apps mail account. To learn how, click 
the name of your mail client or mobile device below. 
If your client or device isn't listed here, we're not yet able to provide assistance with its configuration, but we suggest 
trying out the instructions for other mail clients. 
Mail Clients 

• HUOutlook ExpressUH (Windows) 
• HUOutlook 2003UH (Windows) 
• HUOutlook 2007UH (Windows) 
• HUApple Mail 2UH 
• HUApple Mail 3 (Leopard)UH 
• HUWindows MailUH 
• HUThunderbird 2 UH 
• HUOtherUH* 

Mobile Devices 
• HUAndroidUH 
• HUiPhoneUH 
• HUBlackBerryUH* 
• HUPalm webOS UH* 
• HUSymbianUH* 
• HUWindows Mobile 5UH* 
• HUWindows Mobile 6UH* 
• HUSnapperMailUH* 

* While configuration instructions are available, we're currently unable to provide support for these clients. 
 
POP instructions: 
Once you've enabled POP in Gmail, you can configure your mail client or wireless device to download  
Apps mail messages. To see our recommended settings or troubleshoot POP issues, click the name of your 
mail client or wireless device below. 
 
If your mail client isn't listed here, we're unfortunately not yet able to provide assistance with its configuration. 
Mail Clients 

• HUApple Mail 3.0 UH 
• HUOutlook ExpressUH 
• HUOutlook 2002UH 
• HUOutlook 2003UH (see our HUanimated demoUH) 
• HUOutlook 2007UH 
• HUThunderbird 2.0 UH 
• HUWindows MailUH 
• HUOtherUH 

Wireless Devices 
• HUiPhoneUH 

 
 
Please explore the following topics for more information about troubleshooting IMAP email delivery for Apps 
mail: 

• HUWhat happens when I delete a message? UH 
• HUWill IMAP download all my mail?UH 
• HUWhy aren't my messages threaded?UH 
• HUWhat are these new labels in my web Gmail? UH 
• HUHow is spam handled?UH 
• HUWhy don't all my views and labels appear?UH 

 
 
HGmailH › HHelp articlesH › HOther ways to access GmailH › HIMAP H › Deleting IMAP messages   



HUHideUH 

Add the HUSend from GmailUH extension to Google Chrome 
Quickly share a web page via Gmail with a click of a button HULearn more!UH 

Deleting IMAP messages 
HShareH Comment 
If you delete a message from your inbox or one of your custom folders in your IMAP client, it will still appear in 
[Gmail]/All Mail. 
Here's why: in most folders, deleting a message simply removes that folder's label from the message, including the 
label identifying the message as being in your inbox. [Gmail]/All Mail shows all of your messages, whether or not they 
have labels attached to them. If you want to delete a message from all folders, move it to the [Gmail]/Trash folder. 
If you delete a message from [Gmail]/Spam or [Gmail]/Trash, it will be deleted permanently. 
For client-specific settings that affect deleting and storing messages and drafts, please see our HURecommended IMAP 
client settingsUH. 
Important: Please note that if you're using an iPhone with software update 1.1.3 or later and you automatically 
configured IMAP by tapping the large Gmail icon in Mail, messages trashed from your iPhone will be moved to the 
[Gmail]/Trash folder rather than the [Gmail]/All Mail folder, where these messages are set to be permanently deleted 
after 30 days. For more information, please see our article on HUdeleting and archiving on iPhonesUH or visit HUApple 
SupportUH. 
To avoid this type of deletion behavior, please HUmanually configureUH your iPhone. 
Will using IMAP download all my mail? 
HUShareUH Comment 
Not unless your client is set to do so. Most IMAP clients will download only the headers of your Gmail messages while 
you're connected to the Internet. However, a few clients will download all of your mail by default. 
Your messages will download completely when you select your client's option to work offline. You'll be able to read, 
sort, and compose replies to your messages while you're working offline. Once you're connected to the Internet again, 
you'll be able to sync your client with the Gmail interface on the web. 
Why aren't my messages threaded? 
HUShareUH Comment 
Like POP, IMAP treats messages individually and not as a threaded conversation. If you move a message to an IMAP 
folder in your mail client, only that message in the conversation will move to that folder. However, in the web interface, 
the whole conversation will be given the corresponding label. The same rules will apply to labels applied through 
filters. 
Additionally, IMAP clients store a copy of a message for each label in which it appears. For example, if one particular 
message in Gmail's web interface has the labels, 'From Best Friends,' 'Classmates,' and 'Soccer,' then the same 
message will be stored four times in your mail client; three times for each label and once in the 'All Mail' folder. If the 
message is starred, it will be downloaded a fifth time in the 'Starred' folder. 
What are these new labels in my web Gmail? 
After you perform certain actions in your IMAP client for the first time, you'll notice a few new labels when you next log 
in to Gmail's web interface. For example, sending a message in your client creates a 'Sent Messages' label in Gmail, 
indicating which messages you sent through your client and not through Gmail's web interface. 
Some actions that will result in new Gmail labels are: creating drafts, sending and deleting messages, moving 
messages to a junk mail folder, and creating new folders in your client. Note that the specific names of these new 
labels will vary depending on which client you're using. 
If you create folders within folders in your client, Gmail will treat these as separate labels. Gmail indicates which folder 
is a nested folder by adding a '/' before the corresponding label in the web interface. 
Please note that some folder names are 'reserved' as special system folders in the Gmail web interface. If you attempt 
to create a folder name that conflicts with a reserved folder name such as 'Chats' or 'Sent,' these folders will display 
with an '[IMAP]' prefix ('[Imap]/Chats'). 
How is spam handled? 
Gmail's spam filters also work in your IMAP client by automatically diverting messages that are suspected of being 
unwanted messages into '[Gmail]/Spam' and keeping them out of your inbox. 
If you find a message that should be marked as spam, just move it to '[Gmail]/Spam.' This is just like clicking 'Report 
Spam' in the Gmail web interface and helps us to improve our spam filters. 
If you find a message wrongly classified as spam, you can move the message out of '[Gmail]/Spam' to the appropriate 
folder in your client. 
Note that your client may have its own junk mail filtering technology, which is separate from Gmail's spam filtering. We 
recommend using only Gmail's spam filtering and turning off any additional anti-spam or junk mail filters within your 
client. If you still decide to enable client side spam filtering, your client will download an extra copy of every message. 
  
Why don't all my views and labels appear? 
Not all of your default views in the Gmail web interface will appear in your IMAP client at this time. We're working on 
making Gmail for IMAP as much like the web interface as we can, but in the meantime, you won't see views such as 
Chats in your client. (Note: while you can add additional labels to hidden views to show up in your mail client, this may 
result in distorted messages or other unforeseen consequences.) 



Most users should see all of the labels in their web interface replicated as folders in their IMAP client. If you're using 
an English version of Outlook 2002, Outlook 2003, or Outlook Express, but your web interface is set to a language 
that uses non-Latin characters, your folder names will not display properly. In addition, some subject and sender 
names may show as garbled text. This is an issue with these versions of Microsoft Outlook. For more details, please 
contact Microsoft's customer service department. 
 
With a Google Apps mail account, you have a few options to keep or migrate your old email to your new Apps mail 
account. 
 
Administrators/Server side:  
 
Please note: The following migration tools are available to domain administrators to do for accounts for the school 
Apps domain. An individual user will not be able to use these tools. 

• HUIMAP mail migrationUH - Enables domain administrators to transfer the existing contents of users' mailboxes 
from an IMAP server to Google Apps. Typically, administrators select this option when migrating many 
mailboxes at once. This method of migration also allows admins to migrate mail before before, after, or during 
a user's transition to using Google Apps Email. 
 

• HUEmail Migration APIUH - You can enable this API for your domain in the Advanced tools section of the control 
panel. 
 

• HUGoogle Apps Migration for Lotus Notes UH - Native Notes database tool that migrates mail, calendar, contacts, 
and group information from your Notes accounts to Google Apps. 
 

• HUPartner Solutions for migrationUH - Find vendors whose solutions integrate with and extend Google's offering for 
migration. 

 
Individual users/Client side: 
 
Any Google Apps user can use the following tools to import/view old email with a new Apps account. 

• HUGoogle Apps Sync for Microsoft OutlookUH lets you migrate Microsoft Exchange email, calendar events 
(including recurring meetings), and contact information to Google Apps, and continue to use Outlook as your 
client application. You import data to Google Apps from an Exchange profile or from a PST file, and that data 
is synchronized between Google Apps and your Outlook client. 
 

• Google Mail's HUMail FetcherUH is configured with each user's email account (rather than in the Google Apps 
control panel) and allows your users to fetch mail from both Gmail and non-Gmail accounts. Fetched mail is 
inserted into your users' Google Apps Email accounts. With this method, migration is performed on a user-by-
user basis. Use this method if transferring existing data isn't required but each user has the option of 
transferring mail. Note: When fetching mail from a Gmail or Google Apps account, use the Gmail POP server 
settings described HUhereUH. 
 

• Google HUEmail UploaderUH is a desktop utility that uploads email and contacts from desktop email programs (like 
Microsoft Outlook) into your Google Apps account. The Email Uploader preserves information such as sent 
dates and sender/recipient data, as well as the folder structure used by the other email program. It is Apache 
2.0-licensed open-source software, and is governed by the terms of the included license file. You may modify 
the tool to your specific needs. 
Google Email Uploader is available for all editions of Google Apps. Premier and Education admins must 
enable the Email Migration API in the control panel in order for the Email Uploader to function properly. 
The Email Uploader related queries are not supported by Google Apps. For detailed instructions and 
troubleshooting, please visit the HUUser Guide wikiUH and the HUDiscussion GroupUH. 

 
If you use a PC, there is a way to import your old email from your computer into your Apps mail account. The 
Google HUEmail UploaderUH is a piece of software for your PC that allows you to import email and contacts from desktop 
email programs (like Microsoft Outlook) into your Google Apps mail account. The Email Uploader keeps information 
such as sent dates and sender/recipient data, as well as the folder structure used by the other email program.  
 
If you kept your emails in folders, Apps mail will automatically convert these to 'labels' in your new account. 
 
Mac users - For now, the Google Email Uploader is only available for Windows XP and Vista 
 
Please note: Your school Apps domain administrator must enable the Email Migration API in the control panel in 
order for this to work. You should first check with your school Apps domain administrator before you download and 
use this software 
 
You can download the Google Email Uploader HUhereUH 



 
View the FAQs HUhereUH 

 
*Google Email Uploader is Apache 2.0-licensed open-source software, and is governed by the terms of the included 
license file. You may modify the tool to your specific needs. 
 
 



 
TModule 2: Mail > Chapter 6: Manage and create task listsT 
  
Tasks is part of Apps mail designed to help you keep track of the things you need to do, without even leaving your 
inbox. You can create lists of items, set due dates, add details or notes, and even add email messages from your 
Apps mail account directly to Tasks.  
 
Like a written task list, you can check items off your list (with great satisfaction). Even better, you can view a history of 
your completed tasks and the date you 'crossed' them off your list.  
 
Often times you receive an email that causes a new task to your to do list. With the integration of Apps mail, you can 
actually add a related email directly to your task list and have the ability to click and recall the email referenced. 
 
Store any information you want! Tasks is designed to help you keep track of things you need to do, but you can still 
use it for any listing actions you want, such as making a grocery list or outlining a presentation. You can create as 
many lists as you need to organize your information. 
 
Example: 
A reminder email message comes from the Principal for student progress reports. You click to 'Add to Tasks' and the 
email now appears in your task list. You assign a name to the task - 'Student progress reports' and add a completion 
date. Later that week, you start to work on the student progress reports and need to read the email from the Principal 
again. You open your task list, click on the 'Related email' link within your 'Student progress reports' task and Apps 
mail brings up the original email. When you finish your task, you 'cross' it off and clear your task list (and your mind!) 
 

 
 
 
To get started with Tasks, just click the Tasks link under Contacts, on the left side of the screen. 
 

 
 
To enter tasks, just click in the Tasks window and start typing just like you would in a word 
processor. Once you've typed in a task, press Enter to create another one, or use the + button at 
the bottom of your list. 
 



If you would like to add additional details to your task, click the right arrow link on the right side of 
the task. Here you can enter in additional information and a due date. 
 
You can also add "subtasks" by using Tab to indent them, and shift + Tab to move them back. 
This is particularly handy if you have a larger task - such as create the Chapter 4 lesson plan - that 
also has smaller, related tasks - such as writing the chapter test, creating a class presentation, 
finding related videos, etc.  
 
Keep your list organized and prioritized by moving your tasks. You can move tasks around your 
list by grabbing them to the left of the check mark and dragging them up and down. 
 
If you want to add a new task to the middle of a list, instead of the top or bottom, click at the 
beginning or end of an existing task and pressing Enter. Then start typing your new task 
Finally, when you have completed a Task, you can check it off by selecting the 'checkbox' next to 
the task. Then you can go to 'Actions' and select 'Clear completed' to keep your to do list current 
and tidy. Don't worry, you can still view them later! 
   
To view all those completed tasks (and get a nice summary of all that you have done), go to the 
'Actions' menu and select 'View completed Tasks.'  
 

 
 
The advantage of having your Tasks available in your Apps mail account is the ease of which to 
create a Task from an email. The next time you receive a request from a parent to send a 
progress report, or from the department head to create the weekly newsletter, you can create a 
task from that email. 
 
You can create a task from an email from either the inbox view or the email message view. 
 
From the inbox view: 

1. Select the email messages you would like to be assigned as tasks 
2. Click on the More Actions button 
3. Select 'Add to Tasks' 

 



 
 
 
From an email message view: 

1. Click on the More Actions button 
2. Select 'Add to Tasks' 

 

 
 
 
The emails will now be added to your current task list with the title of the email. You can edit the 
name of the Task by double clicking on the title name and typing in your desired task title. 
Like the rest of Apps mail, you can also use your keyboard shortcuts to create, organize, and move through Tasks. 
 



Useful keyboard shortcuts include: 
In Apps mail Shift + T Create a task based on the open message 
 G and then K Open Tasks, or shift the cursor from Gmail to Tasks 
In the Tasks Window Tab Moves task right ("subtasks") 
 Shift + Tab Moves task left 
 Ctrl + Up Moves task up 
 Ctrl + Down Moves task down 
 Shift + Enter Edit task details, including due date or notes 
 Esc Close Tasks 
 Shift + Esc Shift the cursor from Tasks to Gmail 
 
Apps mail creates one Task list for you by default - usually titled [Your name]'s Task list. You can add more task lists, 
and even move tasks between lists, to help organize and manage your to do items. 
 
Instead of having one long to-do list, you can break-up your tasks into multiple lists. This way you could keep a 
separate task list for different projects or different classes. Please note, though, unlike emails and labels, each task 
can only be assigned to one list. You can however, move a task between lists. This can be helpful if you have a list for 
'Tests to Grade' and another for 'Waiting for response.' Once you complete an email, you can move it to your 'Waiting 
for Response' list until you hear back and have another 'task' to add. 
 

 



 
 
To create a new task list: 

1. Click Tasks in the left side of Apps mail  
2. If you do not see your task list, click the '_' icon in the minimized window to the far bottom right of your inbox 
3. Click the bottom right 'list' button icon 
4. Select 'New list' 
5. Enter the new list name and click OK. 

 

 
 
Apps mail will automatically switch to the new list where you can start entering tasks. 
 
 
You can easily view all your lists from within the Tasks window.  
Please note: When you add an email message to a task, the task will be added to the current list view. If you would 
like to add a task from an email to a different list, you will need to switch views. 
 
To switch views to another list: 

1. Click Tasks in the left side of Apps mail  
2. If you do not see your task list, click the '_' icon in the minimized window to the far bottom right of your inbox 
3. Click the bottom right 'list' button icon 
4. Select the list you would like to view  



 

 
You can also move a task from one list to another – for example from 'To Do' to 'Waiting for' or from 'Phase 1' to 
'Phase 2'.  
 
To move a task: 

1. Find the task on the list you would like to move 
2. Click the right arrow link on the right side of the task 
3. At the bottom of the window, click the drop down next to Move to list 
4. Select the desired list for the task 

 

 



 
 
sks and projects are always changing, so it's natural to need to rename or delete lists. 
 
To rename a list: 

1. Click Tasks in the left side of Apps mail  
2. If you do not see your task list, click the '_' icon in the minimized window to the far bottom right of your inbox 
3. If you are not already viewing the list you would like to rename, click the bottom right 'list' button icon and 

select the list 
4. From that same 'list' button, select 'Rename list' 
5. Enter the new name for the list and click OK. 

 

 
 
 
To delete a list: 

1. Click Tasks in the left side of Apps mail  
2. If you do not see your task list, click the '_' icon in the minimized window to the far bottom right of your inbox 
3. If you are not already viewing the list you would like to rename, click the bottom right 'list' button icon and 

select the list 
4. From that same 'list' button, select 'Delete list' 
5. Confirm that you want to delete the list (and it's related tasks) and click OK. 

 



 
You can print a task list, completely with boxes to check them off, from the Tasks window.   
 
To print your task lists: 

1. Open Tasks from the left side of your Apps mail window 
2. If your Tasks window isn't active, click the '_' icon on the bottom right of your screen 
3. Click Actions and select 'Print task list' 

 

 
To print another task list, you will need to change the list view. To change the list view, click on the 'Lists' icon and 
select the list you would like to print. Then follow the instructions above. 
 
 
Sometimes you need to send someone else a task list - perhaps you created the tasks necessary 
to completing a group project, or you created a shopping list for someone else. For example, you 
can create a list of tasks for your student assistant to complete and then send him or her the list 
via email. You can choose to have this list emailed and it will appear just like an email message. 
You can then email the list as you any other email - send to a group or individuals, add formatting, 
apply labels, etc. 
 
To email a task list: 

1. Open Tasks from the left side of your Apps mail window 



2. If your Tasks window isn't active, click the '_' icon on the bottom right of your screen 
3. Click Actions and select 'Email task list' 

 

 
 
 
This will then open a new message window with your entire task list as the message content. Edit 
the message as you would any other and send! 
 
To email another task list, you will need to change the list view. To change the list view, click on 
the 'Lists' icon and select the list you would like to print. Then follow the instructions above. 
 
Often times it's handy to have your tasks viewable in a calendar, as due dates and scheduling can be important parts 
of developing a task list. 
 
If you assign a due date to your Task, that task will automatically show up in your Google Calendar as an 'all-day' 
event for that due date. 
 
There is a checkbox alongside the event, so you can 'cross off' a task in Google Calendar the same as you would in 
your Apps mail Tasks view. 
 

 



 
 

 
 
You can also add a 'Tasks' gadget to your Calendar to be able to create or view tasks alongside your calendar. 
 
The 'Tasks' gadget acts exactly the same as the Tasks window in your Apps mail account with the ability to add, edit, 
or move tasks, create, edit, or switch task lists, etc.  
 



 
 



 
TModule 2: Mail > Chapter 7: Offline and mobile access to mailT 
Web-based email is great because you can check it from any computer, but there's one little catch: it's inherently 
limited by your internet connection. From public WiFi to mobile broadband cards to fledgling in-flight wireless on 
airplanes, Internet access is becoming more and more ubiquitous -- but there are still times when you can't access 
your webmail because of an unreliable or unavailable connection. 
 
Another useful experiment in the Apps mail Labs section is offline Apps Mail. Even if you're offline, you can open your 
web browser, go to your Apps mail account (http://mail.google.com/a/myschool.org - where myschool.org is your 
school domain for your email address - the part after the '@' sign) and get to your mail just like you're used to. 
 
Please note: Offline mail will only be available if your school Apps domain administrator has enabled 'Labs' for your 
domain. If you do not see the 'Labs' setting in your account, contact your school Apps domain administrator. 
 
Once you turn on this feature, Gmail uses HUGearsUH to download a local cache of your mail. As long as you're connected 
to the network, that cache is synchronized with Gmail's servers. When you lose your connection, Gmail automatically 
switches to offline mode, and uses the data stored on your computer's hard drive instead of the information sent 
across the network.  
 
You can read messages, star and label them, and do all of the things you're used to doing while reading your webmail 
online. Any messages you send while offline will be placed in your outbox and automatically sent the next time Gmail 
detects a connection.  
 
And if you're on an unreliable or slow connection (like when you're "borrowing" your neighbor's wireless), you can 
choose to use "flaky connection mode," which is somewhere in between: it uses the local cache as if you were 
disconnected, but still synchronizes your mail with the server in the background. Offline mail is nearly the same 
browser-based Apps mail experience whether you're using the data cached on your computer or talking directly to the 
server.  
 
Offline mail is still an early experimental feature, so don't be surprised if you run into some kinks that haven't been 
completely ironed out yet.  
 
To turn on Offline mail, you must have  Labs enabled on your domain. If you see the green beaker icon in the top right 
corner of your Apps mail page, you have Labs enabled. If you do not, ask your school Apps domain administrator to 
turn on Labs. 
 
Follow these steps to get started: 

1. Click Settings and click the Offline tab. 
2. Select Enable next to Offline 

Gmail.  
3. Click Save Changes. 
4. After your browser reloads, you'll see a new "Offline" link in the upper righthand corner of your account, next 

to your username.  
5. Click this link to start the offline set up process and download Gears if you don't already have it. 
6. Open the downloaded file and install. 
7. Restart your browser. Gears won't be usable until your browser has been restarted. 

 
 
To get to your mail when offline, simply open a browser and type "mail.google.com/yourschool.org" 
(where yourschool.org is replaced with your school Apps domain) into the URL bar or use the desktop shortcut. 
 
With offline access enabled, you can read messages, star and label them, and do all of the things you're used to when 
reading mail online. If you want to write a message, just click Compose Mail and write away. When you click Send, 
the message will go to your Outbox and will be sent automatically next time you connect. Note that composing 
messages with attachments is not possible while offline. 



 
Offline Gmail works on all browsers supported by Gears (Firefox 1.5+, Internet Explorer 6.0+, and Chrome). 
 
Please note: When you turn on offline access on your computer, your mail is only stored on that particular computer, 
not on all the computers you use. Likewise, if you use someone else's offline Gmail-enabled computer, your mail will 
not be downloaded unless you specifically say so. 
 
If you plan on using Apps mail offline on several computers, you must install Gears on additional computers and make 
sure that Offline is turned on and your mail is synching. 
 
 
Apps mail will automatically detect your connection status and show the appropriate symbol, and your experience 
switching between online and offline should be seamless and require no action on your part. 
 
Symbol descriptions: 

• Green icons indicate that you are online.  
• The checkmark shows that your account is fully synchronized; this icon will remain green and spin while your 

email is synchronizing between your computer and Apps mail servers.  
• The gray null sign indicates that you are offline.  
• The blue checkmark indicates that you are using flaky connection mode.  

In flaky connection mode, you access the mail that's stored locally on your computer, regardless of your connection 
status. This makes it much faster to read and send mail, which is nice when you're on a slow or flaky connection. Your 
account will continue to sync in the background when it's able to do so, with no disruption to your experience. 
 
Icon cheat sheet  

 Online and fully synchronized 

 Synchronizing 

 Offline 

 
 

Flaky connection mode  
(speeds up your experience on a flaky/slow connection)

 
You can easily disable offline mail at any point from your Labs tab in Gmail, just follow these steps: 
 
Follow these steps to get started: 

1. Click Settings and click the Offline tab. 
2. Select Disable next to Offline Gmail.  This will disable offline access for your computer 

and delete the mail that you've previously downloaded. If you decide to enable offline 
access sometime in the future, you’ll download messages you’ve received since you last 
synced but won’t have to start from scratch. 
 

 
3. Click Save Changes. 
4. After your browser reloads, you'll see a new "Offline" link in the upper righthand corner of 

your account, next to your username.  
5. Click this link to start the offline set up process and download Gears if you don't already 

have it. 
 
 
If you're having trouble taking your mail account offline, consider trying one of the following: 



• Ensure that your offline settings are enabled. Click Settings, and select the Offline tab. If 
the Disable button is grayed out, click Enable. 

• Try refreshing the page. If that fails, try restarting your browser. 
• Disable any browser extensions you may have. These extensions can sometimes conflict 

with Gears. 
• If none of the above worked, try deleting your Gears database. Please 

see HUhttp://code.google.com/support/bin/answer.py?answer=82853&topic=11630 UHto locate 
your browser's specific directory. 

• If even that didn't work, try uninstalling and reinstalling Gears. Please note that this will 
clear any data you've already downloaded. 

 
In addition to accessing Apps mail from your computer when you're not connected to the internet, you can also access 
Apps mail from the mobile web browser on your phone. 
 
Google doesn't charge you to access Google products from a mobile phone, but depending on your service plan, you 
may be charged by your mobile provider for text message or data network usage. Check with your provider for more 
information about fees associated with accessing the Internet from your mobile phone. 
 
Because mail is a data intensive product, we recommend an unlimited data plan. 
 
Depending on the type of mobile device you have, you may be able to access your Apps mail account in up to three 
different ways:  
 
1. Browser  
2. App  
3. Sync - HUReviewed in Chapter 5 » UH 
 
Learn more about the options on the left to help you find the method that suits you and your mobile device best.  
 
 
 
Apps mail for mobile browsers offers a number of great features: 
 

• An interface that's automatically optimized for the mobile browser you're using  
• Perform common Apps mail actions, such as archiving or viewing your labels  
• Access and save drafts  
• Access attachments, including images, Microsoft Word documents, and .pdf files  
• Reply to messages by phone (for senders with phone numbers in your Contacts)  
• Always in sync with the main Apps mail server  

 
To access your school Apps mail account, go to http://mail.google.com/a/myschool.org, 
replacing 'myschool.org' with your actual domain name or whatever your email address is for 
you@myschool.org. 
 
When accessed in a mobile browser, Gmail is not automatically refreshed.  
 
To refresh your current view, you'll need to do it manually. For example, if you'd like to refresh 
your inbox, select 'Reload' or 'Refresh' from your browser's main menu. You can also select 
the Inbox link at the bottom of the page to trigger a refresh.  
 
Tip: on Android or iPhone devices, tap the word Inbox in the titlebar, or tap the refresh button. 
 
 
For some supported mobile devices, you can download the 'Gmail for mobile' application which 
you can use with your school Apps mail account. 
 
The Gmail for mobile application is an email program from Google that you can install on 
a HUsupported mobile deviceUH. Like Apps mail in your phone's browser, the Gmail app keeps all your 



actions in sync with the Apps mail server but is faster and offers support for checking multiple 
accounts. To download the app, point your mobile device's browser toHUhttp://m.google.com/mail UH.  
If you have an Android device, your phone most likely came with a preinstalled Gmail application, 
which offers features similar to the Gmail application on other devices but adds support for push 
email. In order to have this Gmail application work with your school Apps mail account, you must 
have the entire phone set-up with your school Apps account (you@myschool.org and not 
HTUme@gmail.com UTH). 
 
 
If you prefer to use your mobile device's native email client - like the mail software installed on the 
iPhone or Windows Mobile phone, you can integrate your school Apps mail address with your 
device using IMAP or POP.  
 
HUReview Chapter 5UH for more information on IMAP and POP access. Make sure your device is 
supported for IMAP sync. Gmail does not support mail sync via Microsoft Exchange ActiveSync or 
SyncML at this time.  
 
 
More information for your 
phone: HUhttp://www.google.com/support/mobile/bin/topic.py?topic=13545 UH 

 



 
TModule 2: Mail > Chapter 8: Chat instantly in mailT 
Chat lets you send and receive instant messages with teachers, students, other people at your school/district right in 
your inbox. You can view your chat list below or above your list of labels and you can have your chat boxes visible in 
your inbox view or 'pop' them out to view individually. 
 
Your chats also behave like email – Apps mail can save your chats so you can search them later, you can reply to an 
email with a chat (if the person is available) and have Apps mail save the conversation as well. 
 
Apps mail Chat gets a list of people from your Contacts. You can easily add or remove contacts 
 
You can also communicate face to face with your Gmail contacts using the HUvoice and video chatUH feature. For more 
information, HUgo to Voice and Video Chat » UH 

 
Example: 
You receive an email from a teacher, Jeff, asking what time you'll be heading to the staff meeting in the afternoon. 
You notice that Jeff is also available on chat - so instead of sending an email reply, you click "reply by chat to Jeff." 
You are able to instantly confirm the time you'll be leaving, as well as exchange some other questions. When you 
open the email Jeff sent, you can see your entire chat log as part of the email "conversation." You can also find your 
chat by going to Chats in the left side of your Apps mail window. 
 

 
 
You can chat with anyone who has a colored ball (or video camera, if they have video chat enabled) icon next to his or 
her name. When someone's online, a green, yellow, or red colored ball will appear.  
 
Here's how to chat with someone who's available: 
From Chat: 

1. Find the name of the person you'd like to chat with. 
2. Click the person's name to open a chat window. 



 
3. Enter your message in the text field, and press Enter. 
4. Wait for your contact to respond! 

* You can also search for a contact by entering his or her name in the box at the top of Chat. Just enter the name of 
the person you'd like to chat with, and then enter your message in the chat window. 

 
From Contacts: 

1. Click Contacts along the left side of any Gmail page. 
2. Select the name of the person you'd like to chat with, and click the Chat link to open a chat window. 

 
3. Enter your message in the text field, and press Enter. 
4. Wait for your contact to respond! 

 
When you've finished chatting, click the X in the top right corner to close the window. 
 
You can let your chat contacts be aware of your availability via the 'color' status. You can also set a short 
'status message' that your chat contacts can read. Your status message can be anything you want - 
something funny, your favorite quote, a cool web link, or just a note to say you're hard at work or away from 
the computer.  
 
To change your 'color' status, under Chat, click the arrow next to Set status here. Select the status you'd like 
to appear next to your name in your friends' chat lists. Here's what the different statuses mean: 

• Green: Available 
• Yellow: Idle. Your status automatically changes to idle when you're away from your computer for 15 

minutes. You can't manually select to appear idle. 
• Red: Busy. This lets your contacts know you're busy and don't want to be interrupted. 



• Grey: Signed out of chat, or Invisible. (If you set your status to 'Invisible,' you'll appear to be signed 
out even while you're actually signed in. This means you can still initiate and chat with others, but 
your color will appear as if you are not online.) 

 
In addition, you can create custom status messages that will appear next to your status 'color' availability. 
Here's how: 

1. From the Set status here drop-down menu, select Custom Message... (you can set custom statuses 
when you are available and when you're busy). 

2. Enter your custom message in the box, and press Enter. 

 
To clear your custom message, click the text under your name in Chat and delete it, or select another 
message from the status drop-down menu. 
 
If you also use the downloadable Google Talk client or the Google Talk Gadget, your status will be shared by 
the applications, as long as you're signed in to all of them. Please note however, that if you've set your status 
to 'Invisible,' and sign in to the Google Talk client, you will not be kept 'Invisible,' as the Google Talk client 
doesn't currently have the 'Invisible' status feature. Keep in mind that you can sign out of chat in Gmail, and 
still be online through Google Talk and vice versa. 
 
More information: 

• HUWho can see when I'm online?UH 
• HUBlocking someoneUH 

There are times and places to chat in your school Apps mail account. If that's not your time or place, you can follow 
the instructions to turn chat off. 
 
To stop chatting for the time being: 

1. Under Chat, click the arrow next to Set status here. 
2. Select Sign out of chat. 

After you sign out, your contacts won't be able to see you online or IM you from within Gmail, and you won't 
be able to see or contact them, either. If you use Google Talk and are signed in after signing out of chat in 
Gmail, your friends will still be able to see you online and chat with you through Google Talk. 



 
To turn off chat in Apps mail: 

1. Click turn off chat along the bottom of any page. 

 
You will be signed out of chat, and your Chat list will be minimized. To turn chat back on, just click turn on 
chat. 

 
If you have HUFlashUH enabled on your computer, Apps mail will play an audio notification for each incoming chat. Audio 
notifications are turned on by default, but you can always turn them off. Here's how: 
 

1. Click Settings at the top of any Apps mail page, and open the Chat tab. 
2. In the Sounds section, select Sounds off. 
3. Click Save Changes. 

 
 

 
Chat in your Apps mail inbox recognizes Google Video and YouTube URLs as media and automatically converts them 
to video inside your chat window. 
 
This means you can use chat to send someone at your school a link to the video, 'Chat In The Name Of Love' 
(performed by a cast of Gmail engineers).  
 



In addition to the link, HUhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVuXmmXOIj0 UH, they'll see the video itself, and can press the 
play button to watch it inside the chat window. 

 
 
Your Apps mail Chat history allows you to store the text of your chats in your Apps mail account so you can easily 
search for them later. You can even respond to these chats like you would to regular Gmail messages. 
 
To access your chat history, click the Chats label in your Apps mail account. A list of chats will appear, similar to the 
way conversations are listed in your inbox. You can forward, label, star, and trash chats just like regular Apps mail 
messages. 
 
When you search in Apps mail, matching chat conversations will show up along with matching email conversations. All 
chats are labeled Chats and are marked with the chat icon ( ) so you can easily distinguish them from emails. 
 
You can adjust your chat history settings in Apps mail: 

1. Click Settings at the top of any Apps mail page, and open the Chat tab. 
2. From the Chat tab: 

o Select 'Don't save chat history in my [myschool.org] account' to disable chat history saving, which 
means you will no longer be able to have your chats accessible later to view or search. 

o Select 'Save chat history in my [myschool.org]  account' to enable chat history saving, which means 
you can access past chat conversations and include them while searching. 

3. Click Save Changes. 



 
Keep in mind that if you've disabled chat history saving, people you chat with may still choose to save chat histories in 
their Gmail settings. If you would prefer that someone you're talking to doesn't save your chat, you can take the 
conversation HUoff the recordUH. 
 
Reply by chat lets you and other contacts at your school (students, teachers, staff) discuss an email you've sent or 
received using instant messaging. If you've turned on the Save chat history option in your Apps mail settings, it also 
groups your chat history in the same conversation as the message you're chatting about. This way, you can keep all 
of your communications in context. In other words, the text of the chat that occurs after you start using Reply by Chat, 
will be saved as a 'message' in your email conversation. To learn more about conversations, HUreview Chapter 2: Emails 
grouped by conversation »UH 

 
Here's how to reply by chat: 

1. Open the message you'd like to chat about, and make sure the sender is online and available to chat. 
2. Click Reply by chat at the bottom of the message. 

o A new chat window will open displaying the subject of the email you're discussing. 

 
3. Click the X in the top-right corner of the chat window when you're done discussing the e-mail. 

 



Please note: Chat histories are only grouped with conversations when you use the Reply by chat feature. If you 
close a chat window after you discuss an email with someone, and then initiate a new chat, your chat history won't be 
grouped with a conversation.  
 
Sometimes you do not want to keep the text of your chats for legal or personal reasons. If that's the case, you can 
take a chat 'off the record.' Chats that have been taken off the record aren't stored in your Apps mail chat history, or in 
the Apps mail chat history of your contact.  
 
You and the person you're talking to can both see when a chat is taken off the record, and you'll be notified if off the 
record mode is turned off. Your off the record settings will apply whenever you chat with this person, until one of you 
makes a change. 
 
To take a chat off the record: 

1. Click the down arrow at the top-right corner of the chat window. 
2. Select Go off the record. 

 
To see a demonstration of going off the record, or turning off your chat history, click the video below. 
HUhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HBwkvnyLXDEUH 

 
When you take a chat off the record, a message will appear confirming that future chats with this particular contact 
won't be saved, unless one of you changes the setting. If you decide at any time that your chats no longer need to be 
off the record, click Cancel at the top of the chat window, or Stop chatting off the record in the chat 
window's Options menu. 
 
 
When you complete a search in Apps mail, you will automatically include any chats that are saved in your chat history 
in search results. If you are looking specifically for information stored in a chat, you can take advantage of the 
advanced search operators to search just within your Chats label. To learn more about search operators, HUreview 
Chapter 4 - Search tips for finding email » UH 

 
Suppose you had a chat conversation with another teacher, Jenny. You remember at some point in the past month 
she had mentioned a great resource for students about video editing. The information is somewhere in a chat with her, 
and you have chat history turned on, so you conduct a search for it in the Apps mail search box: 
 
label:Chats Jenny video editing 
 
This query will then search just your chat conversations that involve Jenny, and pull results that match video editing. 
 
You can also do a general search in your Chats by just using the 'label:Chats ' search operator. This will search all 
saved chat text, with everyone in your Chat history. 
 
To get you started with chat, Apps mail automatically determines some contacts that you have frequently emailed and 
adds them to your Chat list. This way you'll be able to chat and see other Apps members at your school online without 
having to send an invitation. 
 
If you don't want Apps mail to automatically turn on chat privileges with your most frequent contacts, follow these 
steps: 

1. Click Settings at the top of any Apps mail page. 



2. Open the Chat tab, and select Only allow people that I've explicitly approved to chat with me and see 
when I'm online. 

3. Click Save Changes. 

 
 
Before you can chat with someone in Apps mail (besides the automatic contacts Apps mail lists), you'll need to invite 
them by following the instructions below.  
 
Your friend or colleague will see the invitation above their Contacts list in Apps mail asking if they'd like to be able to 
chat with you. Until they accept, you'll see 'Invited' next to their name in your Chat list. 
  
Once they've accepted your invitation, you'll see a status button to the left of their name in your Chat list, which 
indicates whether they're available (green), busy (red), idle (yellow), or offline (gray). At that point, just click on their 
name to send them a chat message. 
 
To invite an Apps mail user: 

1. In the 'Search, add, or invite' box at the top of the Chat area, type your friend's username. If they're already in 
your Contacts, Apps mail will pre-populate their username. 

2. Click Invite to chat. 

 
3. In the window that appears, click Send Invites. A yellow notification banner lets you know your invitation has 

been sent successfully. 



 
Alternatively, you can click Add Contact at the bottom of the Chat area, enter your friend's username, and then 
click Send Invites. If you invite someone who doesn't use Apps mail, we'll send an email asking them to sign up for 
one of these products. 
 
You can change the way your chat list looks to make it easier for you to use. You can choose how many contacts you 
would like to display, where your chat list appears in the left side of Apps mail, and also who will always appear in your 
chat list. 
 
To change the size of your chat list: 

1. At the bottom of your chat list, select Options next to Add Contact. 
2. Choose the size of your chat list by selecting Tiny, Small, Medium, or Large. 

 
You can also minimize your chat list -- just click Chat at the top of your chat list. 
 
If you like, you can move the Chat list to appear below your list of labels, instead of the default of appearing above. To 
move the chat list so it displays under Labels: 

1. Click HUSettings UH at the top of any Apps mail page, and open the Chat tab. 
2. Select below from the Chat list location: drop-down. 
3. Click Save Changes. 

 
You can't reorder the contacts in your chat list, but Apps mail's auto-show feature organizes your contacts for you, 
based on how often you communicate with them. However, you can make sure certain contacts always appear in your 
list. 
 
Apps mail's auto-show feature automatically selects the people who appear in Chat based on the people you already 
communicate with most often. If you'd like to add someone so he or she always appears in Chat, follow these steps: 

1. Click Contacts along the left side of any Apps mail page. 
2. From the All Contacts list, select the person you'd like to add. 
3. Beside Show in chat list:, select Always. 



 
 

Occasionally you may need to prevent someone from chatting with you online in Apps mail. Blocking a contact 
prevents the person from talking to you and seeing when you're signed in to Apps mail or Google Talk. Perhaps you 
want to block students from seeing when you are are online. Here's how: 

1. Click Contacts along the left side of any Apps mail page. 
2. Select the person you'd like to block. 
3. Beside Show in chat list:, select Block. 

 
You can always unblock a contact as well. If you decide you'd like to communicate with someone you've blocked, just 
select Always or Auto from the menu beside Show in chat list:.  
 
You can also unblock a contact by typing their name in the Search, add, or invite field at the top of your Chat list. 
Then, in the blue box that appears, hover over your contact's name and select Show in chat list. 

 
 
The group chat feature lets you chat with many different contacts at once. There's no limit to the number of people you 
can chat with, and any participant can invite others to join. Group chat acts just as regular chat, except with more 
people sending and receiving the short messages. 
 
You can take advantage of group chat in a variety of ways: 

• Lead an online Q&A session – many people can contribute and read questions/answers 
• Conduct virtual group meetings with colleagues, staff, organizations, etc. (And with chat history, you'll also 

have detailed notes!) 
• Hold virtual office hours 



 
To start a group chat with your contacts, follow these steps: 

1. Start a chat with a single person in your Contacts list. 
2. Once you've started the chat, click Options at the bottom left of your chat window and select Group Chat. 

 
3. In the field labeled 'Add a person to this chat,' enter the name of the contact(s) you want to add to your group 

chat. 

 



To end your chat, click the X at the corner of the chat window. Others in the group chat will get a message saying that 
you've left the conversation. If you want to rejoin, you'll need to be invited back by a contact who's still in the group 
chat.  
 
The group chat will continue until everyone in the group has left. 
 
Since sometimes explaining yourself in person is quicker than typing out an idea and waiting for a response, you can 
now use voice and video capabilities in your Apps mail chat. From within Apps mail, you can have an actual 
conversation with someone (seriously, out loud), or even chat face to face over video.  
 
This can be great in the classroom for one on one conferences with other school colleagues or parents (provided that 
the parents have a regular Gmail account and video chat enabled, you can also video chat with them). You can also 
save on cell phone minutes and avoid finding phone numbers using the contact-to-contact voice chat.  
 
Unlike regular chat in Apps mail, you will need to download something for your browser to start using voice and video 
chat. Here's what you'll need to get started: 

• HUDownloadUH the Gmail voice and video chat plug-in, quit all open browser windows, and install the plug-in. 
• In the Chat section of your Apps mail account, select the contact you want to call. If they have a camera icon 

next to their name, you can make a voice or video call to them; just click Video & more. 

 
If your colleague doesn't have a camera next to their name in your chat list, you can invite them to download the 
Gmail voice and video chat plug-in from the Video & more menu in a chat window. Even if your friend doesn't have a 
video camera, you can still have a voice chat or a 1-way video chat. 
 
Many laptops and computers come with cameras built-in, but if you don't have one yet and want to get one, here are 
some cameras that we know work well with voice and video chat: 

• For Windows desktops: HULogitech QuickCam Pro 9000 UH, HULogitech QuickCam Communicate MP UH 
• For Windows laptops: HULogitech QuickCam Pro for Notebooks UH 
• For Mac: HULogitech QuickCam Vision Pro for Mac UH 
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